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CITY STICKERIT
-TETHED
I
TO
$15.00
Salary
Ordinance
For 1970 Passed;
Trucks Purchased

Move Made To Hold
Insurance Rates
To Present Level

Saigon Airport
Is Shelled By
iViet Cong Today

By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI) — The Viet
.Cong shelled Saigon's Tan Son
ut Airport for the first time
The City Council last night, the city had not complied with
The first reading was given in the Fire Department were
six months today and ancaught between a loss in re- the Kentucky Inspection Bulast night to the ordinance sett- accepted by the firemen, but
iliounced cearie-fires with cervenue for next year amounting reau's recommendation to have
ing the 1970 salary schedules that three firemen representing
ben unnamed units in three
to $40,000, and pressure from six paid firemen on duty at all
for city employees. The council the group requested that the
Siouth Vietnamese divisions.
the Kentucky Inspection Bureau ti s.
also gave second readings to city recognize the union t o
Four long-range rockets hit a
to add more firemen to the
the new insurance license tax which the firemen belong.
housing project for families of
city Fire Department, voted to
The Kentucky Inspection Buand the increase in refuse colThe city has refused to regovernment soldiers at Tan
add $3.00 to the city automobile reau is the agency which seta
James Rudy Albritten
lection rates.
cognize the union. Under KenSon Nhut at 3 a.m., killing one
sticker for 1970 only. The 111- fire insurance rates for cities
City Councilman
Councilman James Allbritten tucky law a city may recognize
civilian and wounding five. It
come from this three additional in the state. As a city grows
reported that salary increases a municipal union or it may hit.
was the second shelling of the
dollars for each city sticker will they recommend that certain
Saigon area in three days.
The city has chosen not to rd.
rail* funds to pay the salaries steps be taken by that city in
The first, one rocket woundcognize the fireman's union ino
for three more firemen.
order to retain the fire insurdicating that it would merely
lng ,four persons in downtown
ance rates they have. If these
raise
in
the
city
The
$3.00
complicate an already difficult
fsaigon Wednesday, became the
steps are not taken, then the
Ray Yearry of Murray Route sticker will be dropped for 1971 city receives a higher rating and
subject of a Saigon government
situation.
since
the
city
will
at
that
time
protest to the International Three reported to the Murray
Several points are being
start receiving the revenue fire insurance premiums are inControl Commission, set up in Police Department that his car
"ironed out" with the city poIfrom
the new insurance tax. creased. Murray is now rated
was
broken
into
while
at
the
1954 to police the agreement
lice department also.
This
unlocked for action came in the sixth class because of its
that ended the French-Indochi- "rattling" bridge area east of
The council last night took
about
last
night when City Coun- (Continued on Page Twelve)
Murray.
na War.
bids on two complete sanitation
cilman James Rudy Allbritten
Yearry
told
police
that
the
The
protest
denounced
the
trucks with bodies for the MurMr. and Mrs. Hafford C. Paschall
shelling as "savage and inhu- vent window an the right side reported to the council that
ray Sanitation System.
man" and said the Viet Cons was broken to gain entry to
was
Chevrolet
Taylor
Dwaine
With the Yuletide season rushthe car. Stolen from the car
$25,180.56.
bidder
with
low
ing in like the proverbial the
iftetintinued on Naos Twolv0)
was a Philco mini eight tape
March Lion, we have seen and Parker Motors bid $25,748.74
player, seven tapes, and a 17
bid
$26,148.Saylor
Motors
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Hafford
C.
on
January
7,
1910,
in
the
hom4
heard a number of things, but
jewel Bulova watch, yellow
approved
council
The
38.
Paschall
will
observe
their
sixof Mr. and Mrs. Claud Orr wi
hardly had the time to rememgold, with a wide leather band.
Dwaine Taylor Chevrolet's bid if tieth wedding anniversary on Rev. Pritchard officiating.
ber them or jot them down.
The report a the theft was
all specifications in the bid re- Sunday, December 28, at their Paschall is the former Verb‘
made to the police at two a. m.
home 1% miles southwest of Polk Nance.
The funeral for Joel C. OsIn the first place we can't un- quest are met.
Mr and Mrs. Cecil Dodds of today.
Employees in the utilities, Hazel.
borne of Farmington Route One
derstand what Christmas is doMurray Route Seven returned
sanitation and street departThey are the parents of home by plane last night after
All friends and relatives are
was held today at two p.m. at
ing hers so early.
ments will have a holiday on Invited to attend the open twelve children, ten of wh
the Jackson Funeral Home
being called to Lakeland, Fla.,
Chapel, Dukedom, Tenn., with
In spite of all the hub-bub, Friday, December 26, the day house to be held from two to are still living. A son, Haffor
or the funeral of his mother,
Members of the Murray KiJr., passed away in 1955, and
Rev. Bob Copeland officiating. wanis Club saw 60 slides and
we have managed to get in a after Christmas. Some will be five p.m.
. Bernie Dodds.
Jim
(Beulah
daughter,
Mrs,
the
event
of
on
call
however
in
The
Paschalls
were
married
Burial was in the Cuba Ceme- heard the personal experiences
little Christmas shopping with
Mrs. Dodds, wife of the late
Covington of New Castle, Del.
an emergency.
the wife doing most of it.
tery.
Dodds, former residents
of Captain Randall T. Gray, Ardied in 1954.
Coumegln Altrod Lingoes,
Mr. Osborne, age 63, a farm- my helicopter pilot who has
lIoway County, cited SunTheir children are Mrs. Shah
It Is no small trick to shop for reported that the city Police
5:15
at
Wednesday
died
er,
day at a nursing home in Day- The Calloway County Court
logged more than 1,000 hours of
non (Viva) Ellis and Mrs. Frank
children who have grown up Department will receive some
toaa Beach, Fla. She was born House officials, employees, and p.m. at the Murray-Calloway combat flying during a one
of
Murray;
(Elizabeth)
Dalton
funds
from
the
state
to
upgrade
and are some hundreds or
their families as well as the County Hospital.
Apri. 17, 1885.
year stay in Vietnam.
Forrest, Pat, and Ftatliffe Pasthousands of miles away, wrap
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. "My presentation is not to
Survivors are one daughter, Incoming officials held a Christ(Continued On Page Twelve)
chall of Puryear, Tenn., Mrs.
all of this stuff, take it to the
Mrs. Christine Cooper of Day- mas party at the Holiday Inn Ruby Osborne; son, Harlan Os- offer a political opinion about
Two traffic collisions were in- William (Ouida) Osburn
borne of Farmington Route the war, but simply to show
Beach, Fla.; two sons, Wil- on Thursday evening.
tona
(Continued On Fero Tweive)
vestigated by the Murray Po- Clearwater, Fla., Holmes Ps.
One; brother Marvin Osborne of and tell about the people and
Fifty-five
persons
were
presof
Memphis,
Moss
Dodds
lie
lice Department on Thursday chall of Gallatin, Tenn., Fraik
Route One; sister, the country as I saw them,"
afternoon. No injuries were re- Paschall of Martin, Tenn., 111s. Tenn. and Cecil Dodds of Mur- ent for the dinner party with Farmington
ray Route Seven; eighteen Dr. Harry Sparks, president of Mrs Owen Gross of Mayfield Captain Gray said.
Wade (Mary) Darby of JefferGray's slides showed differThe first occurred at 4:50 in son City, Tenn., and Ms. grandchildren; several great Murray State University, as the Route One; two grandchildren;
guest speaker.
one great grandchild.
grandchildren.
ent types of helicopters, places
Sp./5 Al Keys Parker
front of the Palace Drive In
George (Phyllis) Smith of OmaRobert 0. Miller, county atFuneral services were held at
where the American troops live
402-70-8138
Restaurant on Chestnut Street. ha, Nebraska.
the Gentry Morrison Funeral torney and county judge-elect,
Cars involved were a Volksand scenes of the countryside
Comp, D 93rd Eng, Bn.
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall have Home,
acted
as
master of ceremonies.
Lakeland, with the burwagen two door owned by Mary
from the air and in the villages
APO San Francisco,
twenty-seven grandchildren and
ial in the. Oak Hill Memorial Gifts were exchanged by the
Ann Pirtle of Smithland and
of Vietnam.
Calif. 96371
fifteen great grandchildren.
group.
Gardens, Lakeland, Fla.
driven by Jay M. Tofalvy of
"One routine assignment,"
Paul Morton of Lynn Grove
Lindenhurst, N. Y., and a 1969
Gray said, "was to fly in pairs
died suddenly on Thursday at
Chevrolet four door sedan drito scout ahead of ground forces
11:35 am. at the Murray-Calloven by Ogle Edmond GreenThe "Songs of Christmas" and to take turns with one heliway County Hospital. He was
field of 1702 Ryan Avenue,
was presented in beautiful tra- copter flying at treetop level
63 years of age.
Murray.
dition at both the meeting of blowing the foliage to enable
thaltiod Prase Intarsaitlimal
The Calloway County man
Tofalvy was coining out of
the Parent-Teacher's Associat- them to detect whether or not
was a member of the Mt. Pleathe restaurant parking lot, let
ion and the final assembly at the enemy was there while the
sant Cumberland Presbyterian
West Kentucky: Partly clou- his foot slip of fthe brake,
Murray High School this week second helicopter guarded them
Church and Murray Lodge 105 dy and cool today. Clear and and struck the Greenfield car
by the choral groups under the from about 200 feet above. This
Free and Accepted Masons. He colder tonight. Saturday sunny in the side, according to the
direction of Mrs. Joan Bowker. was so harrowing that the pilots
was born in Kentucky on Sep- and cool. High today 46 to 52, police report. Greenfield, going
Narrator for the programs exchanged positions often," the
tember 6, 1906 and his parents low tonight 20s, high Saturday west on Chestnut, had stopped
was Susan Hainsworth. Judy young pilot added.
"You don't know what tht? as effective as it should be be- have a
were Tom Morton and Lola 48 to 54. Sunday sunny and for the traffic light at Five
Captain Gray is now stationsigneu general construc- Adams and Beverly Parker were
kids of Murray are missing un cause of overcrowding and a tion
cool.
Dtmnaway Morton.
Points.
contract and work begun the accompanists. Mike O'Neal ed at Fort Knox assisting in
Damage to the Greenfield car til you visit some of the mod lack of adequate space for new by May.
Survivors are his wife, Mn.
is the student teacher who as- training helicopter pilots. He
was on the right quarter Panel ern school plants in this sect and innovative programs."
Lola Morton of Lynn Grove;
has shown his slides at civic
LAKE DATA
He pointed out, however, that sisted Mrs. Bowker.
Vehicles involved in the col- ion of the country," Fred He optimistically indicated,
three daughters, Mrs. Bill BurThe program opened with clubs throughout the area. ArKentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.4,
Twelve)
(Continued
On
Page
ris of Murray, Mrs. Billy Joe up 0.1; below dam 302.4, up lision at 5:15 p. m. were a 1962 Schultz, superintendent of city hOwever, that this situation
the processional "Angels We lie Scott introduced the speakChevrolet truck driven by Roy schools, told the Murray Rotary
Rogers of Winter Haven, Fla, 0.8.
Have Heard on High." The Jun- er.
and Mrs. Wayne Travis of BenKiwanis members exchanged
ior High Girls' Chorus sang
Barkley Lake: 7 a.m. 354.3, Green of New Concord and a Club yesterday.
"We have problems that cry
ton; four sons, Mickie of Mur- up 0.1; below dam 309.9, up 1968 Buick four door hardtop
"Before Thy Cradle", Bach; toy gifts which in turn will be
owned by Eurie Garland, South out for solutions not only in
ray Route One, Edward and Bil- 20.
"Let the Bright Red Berries given along with Christmas
4th Street, Murray.
this nation, but also in Murray
ly of Murray, and Donnie of
Glow," Cornell with a flute so- baskets this year.
Sunset 4:42; sunrise 7:05.
Police said Green was going and Calloway County," he said.
Murray Route Two; two sisters,
President Tom Turner presidlo by Corby Boles; "Lo How a
Moon set 3:25 a.m.
south on South 5th Street, mak"As most pressing one is that
Mrs. Martin Alexander of FernThirty Calloway County High Rose E'er Blooming," Praetor- ed at the meeting held at the
ing a right turn into a parking our educational program is not
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
dale, Mich., and Mn. Louise EdSchool Beta Club members with itts; "Carol of the Bells", Leon- Murray Woman's Clubhouse
Temperatures in Kentucky place, when he cut too short
wards of Highland Park, Mich.;
two Beta sponsors, Mrs. Myrtle tovich; "Velvet Shoes", Thomp- James B. Carlin was a guest
the Garland car parked
two brothers, Richard of Las Saturday through Wednesday and
Jones and Mrs. Betty Riley, at- son; "Calypso Noel", Krunn- of Josiah Darnell.
Vegas, Nevada, and J. T. of will average 4 to 12 degrees be- at the curb.
tended the Kentucky State Beta fuss; and "Mistletoe", WaringDamage to the Green truck
Capac, Mich.; fifteen grandchil- low normal with normal highs
Convention in Louisville this Toti.
41 to 50 Normal lows 23 to 32. was on the right side and to
dren.
The Senior High Girls' Chormonth.
Funeral services will be held Cold Saturday with only minor the Garland car on the bumper
All members attended the us presented "Chorale", Bach;
Saturday at two p.m. at the cha- day to day changes remainder and fender.
three general sessions of the "The Gift of' Loves, Posegate,
A winter party for the seThe Purchase Area Economic
pel of the J. H. Churchill Fun- of the period.
convention. Two Calloway Betas solo b? Wanda McNabb; "Lullaventh
and
eighth grades will be
Precipitation will be light and
eral Home with Rev. Charles
by", Byrd; "Sing Noel", John- Opportunity Council will have
on
program
were
Ruth
Ann
FREE CAT
held at the Calloway County
of little significance with alight
H. Moffett officiating.
Barrow, song leader, and Ka- ston; "Adoramus Te Christe", its third county delegate board
Country Club on Monday, De
Masonic rites will be held at chance of showers the middle
thy Lovett, pianist. Besides at- Corsi-Scott; "Christmas Was meeting on Monday, December
ceanber
A
22,
half
from
grown
7:30
to
grey
10:30
cat,
part
the chapel by members of Mur- of next week.
tending general sessions, desig- Meant for Christmas", Good- 22, at seven p.m, at the Douglas
Persian, is free to someone as a p. m.
ray Lodge who are to meet at
nated
members attended spec. man, with a solo by Nancy gym, North Second Street.
Each member may invite twrI
pet. Call 753-8416
Board members will be electthe Masonic Hall at 1:45 p.m.
iai
meetings
for presidents and Spann; and "Winter Wonderguests and the charge will he
ed and installed. All low inSaturday to go to the funeral
vice-presidents, secretaries, and land", Bernard.
twenty-five cents per person
Fred Schultz
home.
projects and plans.
Kim Fox sang "Birthday of a come families are urged to be
Members of the planning
City Superintendent
present. The public is invited.
Interment will be in the MurThose
attending
King"
by Neidlinger.
were
Danny
committee are Johnny Hewitt
ray Memorial Gardens with the
Chapman,
Dwayne
The
Mixed
Chorus
conclud
,d
Fulkerson,
should
change
within
the
next
Robbie Hibbard, Tony Boone.
arrangements by the J. H.
Don Hunter, Johnny McCage two to three years as he brought (Continued On Pegs Twelve) the program with "Fanfare for
CO'VINGTON, Ky. (UPI) — The streets were paved
Churchill Funeral Home where
Christmas Day", Shaw; "Still,
with money for a while Thursday but no one could touch
Debbie Landolt, Cathy Mitchell the Rotarians up to date on proSHOPPING
Still, Still", Luboff; "Do You
friends may cell.
Susan Fan drich, Lynn Hewitt gress being made toward the
DAYS LEFT
Hear What I Hear?" RagneYiS
ion of a new high
Sharon Fandrich, Tonya Caroll h
A Brinks, Inc., armored truck skidded on ice-coated
Shayne, "Echo Carol", Tellep;
school and vocational center for
and Kary Garrison.
Interstate 75 near here and overturned, spilling its prec•
"0 Mary, Where Is Your Baby?"
Hosts will be Messrs and M e • the city.
::: bus cargo ell over the highway.
Frankenpohl,
soloist,
Judy
dames James Boone, Joh ni,, The target date for completOne motorist reportedly stopped to give assistance
Department
The Murray Fire
Adams; "Amen", airston, soloMeCage, Tommy Carroll, It,: ion of the new facility, planned
after the truck wretlred-bu was told at gunpoint that no
for a 40-acre tract just east of was called out at 11 p. m. last ist, Tim McKee; and "The Lord
Hibbard, and Bill Fandrich
help was needed.
Doran Road and north of in night to the Hart Hall Dormi- Bless You and Keep You";
The two nerds on the truck, armed with shotguns,
extension of Sycamore Street, tory, Murray State University. Lutkins.
The Teen Town at the First, ,
>. stood watch over the loot while bewildered motorists deFiremen said some one had
is
A large crowd attended the
September 1, 1971, he said.
RADIO STOLEN
toured around it. Several other accidents resulted.
CHRISTMAS SEAtS FIGHT EMPHYSEMA
United Methodist Church will
pulled the fire alarm on the
PTA program. President Aude
Working drawings and speciKentucky State Police reported that a second truck
TUBERCULOSIS MIDAIR POILUTION
be open on Saturday, December
was in
fifth
floor,
but
no
fire
McKee introduced Mrs. Bowker
Michael Kock of White Hall fications are expected to be the girls' dorirritory.
: was dispatched by the firm and the money was taken
20, from eight to 11 p.m.
-and herstudentse. Santa Claus
Dormitory, Murray State Uni completed in February of the
r964eseOnit
away. They said they did not know how much money fell
WAIEVOGVIAI!
Mr. and Mrs Ronald Belbear
This morning at 230 the
•
ew year, and bids would be
visited the morning program
versity, reported the theft of
from the truck but witnesses said the roadway was littered
will be the chaperones.
firemen were called to North
advertised
and
radio
for
gifts
were
presented
from
on
Thur
the
Princihis
room
following
with
sacks
of
cash
and
The Teen Town will not be
chase.
Sixth and Chestnut Streets to
pal Eli Alexander and 6ssistaaL,
day at 152 p. m. to the Mamie 11.19.1.1i11, he. said, adding -that
open on Saturday. December 27.
a Car fire,- betityitilameAwe
Police-Department—
teetwrY—effort -witt tre- rrrad-e flT
'mired Leon -Millerout Am arrival of -The' firemen.

-Items Stolen From
Ray Yearry Auto

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Sixtieth Wedding Anniversary

Joel C. Osborne
Dies At Murray
Hospital Wednesday

Mrs. Bernie Dodds
milk Dies In Florida

s.

Vietnam Vet
Gives Talk,
Kiwanis Club

Court House Group
Has Annual Party
At Holiday Inn

Traffic Collisions
Are Investigated
By City Police

Paul Morton
Passes Away

1.

:AR-1

Send Christmas Card
To A Service Man

Christmas Program
Given By Students
At High School

Plans For New High School
Outlined, City Superintendent

WEATHER REPORT

Calloway Beta Club
Members At Meet

hit

pi Orgo,
volump

Party Planned At
The Calloway Club
Monday Evening

PAEOC Board Meet
Planned On Monday

Money, Money Everywhere

Firemen Called To
Hart Dormitory

Teen Town Will Be
'Open On Saturday

1
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sident to succeed
organized
labor pioneer Samu
el Gompers.
In 1950, Gen. Dwi
ght Eisenhower was named
commander
of military forces
under the North Atl operating
antic Treaty
Organization.
In 1965, Charles
de Gaulle
won a second five-y
ear term as
president of Fran
ce when he
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In a national runoff
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What you should know
about Thristmas

By UNITED PRES
S INTERNATIONA
L

BELFAST, Northe
rn Ireland .; Premie
r James Chicheste
confirming orders
r Clark
the streets during for barricades to stand and troops
to
Christmas in this cit
tant strife
y torn by Catholic - patrol
Protes"These things
remind us how far
standards of a truly
we have fallen bel
Christian communit
ow the
y."

C

HARLES DICKEN
S was in debt,
as poor as the Crachi
ts, when he
wrote A Christmas
Carol, in October,
1843.

It was an immediate and profitable success. He
siak
wrote 12 othe
r 1.7 •_
Christmas storie
s,
but none became
popular.

LOS ANGELES - Cig
arette researcher Dr.
explaining the health
Wilbur Hallett
problems a moderate
smoker may face
"If he doesn't get
cancer, he gets emph
ysema or chronic
bronchitis."

Tonite thru Sun.
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PRESCRIPTIONS
A SPECIALTY
We Have It — We
*
Will Get It — Or It
Can't Be Had

D&S

CAPSULES

-,17)

s 1.49

Sedative for Temporary Rel
ief of Simple Nervous Ten
sion
. Each Sapsule Contains.
Phenyitoloxamine Cit
rate
Salicylamide

88 mg

A

130 mg

Distributed by
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ACADEMY
AWARDS'

once
commented, "Sometimes
people
called me an idealist. Wel

tein.

ON A

to mossier this question
for any
truth seeking person
that re.

spects the authority of
Bible. "Abstain from all app the
ear

Could he
forget her
vows and
follow her
heart,.,

Ofr
7
0

C

•

:fi°404
117/AILZ
•.
0
1 .4
1
0

•

•

1965 MUSTANG
Convertible One
owner local car.
1964 OLDSMOBI
LE 98 Holiday Sedan.
1963 OLDSMOBI
LE U 4-Door Hardtop. Loc
al car.
1963 CHEVY 4
Door Sedan. Tennessee car
.
1961 CHEVY 4
Door Sedan.

MAX H. CHURCHILL FUNERAL HOME

kle thank
you jopyour
kind patronage

Authorized Dealer for

__

Sanders.Purdom
1406 Main Street

Phone 753-5315

with over 10% of
the adult
drinking
population alcoholo•
Lica. Speaking at Sta
nford University, Dr. Joel For
t said, those
who claim to be
worried about
LSD and Marijuana
would, U
consistent, be mu
ch more concerned about the
use of alcohol. He said alcoho

What business is
closed
on election days?
...the liquor
store! Why are
there so many
laws to regulate
this beverage
If it is as harmle
ss as mile
Whatever good ma
y be claim.
eel for it is ins
ignificant compared with its bad
influence and
evil fruits. Not
even the 450
million dollars spe
nt each yea*
by the liquor
industry in advertising to gla
mourize its product, can remove
the stigma of
evil.
A thing that doe
s such an in;
finite amount of
harm certainly should be avo
ided. The apostle Paul does
not tell us to
be
temperate in the
appearance of
evil, but to abs
tain from such
appearance. He
also said, "Air
.
hoe

wer, 9,000 actual miles. Om
'

c.Oldsmobile 2_

ohol is the largest sin
gle
factor In the death of
three
Americans per hour on
the
highway.
*C.onsider its contributing
in innumerable immoralit roll
ies,
crimes, and the debase
meot of
man generally. Alcohol
chief contributor to pov is a
ert
crime, to divorce, to men y, to
tal illnesses.
*Consider that it is our
Number I social problem
so
Number 3 health pro d our
blem in
America today. Reliab
le sources estimate that we hav
e 80
million Americans wh
o drink,

l is the most
widely
used
"mind-altering
drug," sod is respon
sible for
about half of the
crimes that
happen in the Uni
ted States
each year.
What business is tol
d inimechately to lock its
doors when
there is a net?. ,.t
he liquor
store!

1968 CADILLAC
Coupe DeVille. Full pow
er, factor).
air. One owner Southe
rn car
1966 CADILLAC
Fleetwood Brougham
,
1968 PONTIA
C Firebird Con
vertible. V 8,
automatic.
power steering.
Local car.
1966 PONTIAC
GTO Convertible.
1965 PONTIA
C Catalina 4-D
oor Sedan.
One owner Tennes
see car
1966 OLDSMO
BILE Delta 4-Do
or Sedan. One
owner
local car.
1969 ow
WCnIG
er E4
loc.al
40 ca.Arir./

imce cf evil". (1 The
ss. 5:72.)
Surley no thinking
per
would deny that alcohollz son
erages have the "appea Amy.
rance
of evil".
'Consider the statistic-pr
oven
imilaceideYhigh
o
Plbehnci
asati
PartalcetAlc

make her

.

a

QUESTION: "Is it wrong
for

a Christian to take a soc
ial
drink now arid then?"

ANSWER: One passag
e
Scripture would be suffic ot
ient

1969 CADILLAC.
Full power arid fac
tory air. One owner Kentucky car

We pause
in the bustle of this jolly
season to greet our dear fri
ends
and patrons
with good
wishes.
Thank you.

Bible Answers

753-5273
Murray, Ky.
LARGE VOLUME
— LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our
Business"
IT WILL PAY YO
U TO SEE US

USED CARS

•

ELVIS
PRESLEY
CHARROi
e

PARKER FORD INC.

•

that which is
evil" (Rom..
12:9.)
•
The Christian
look somewhere will have to
oth
er
than the'
Bible for sup
port of "socia
l
drinking". The
Bib
authorizes such! le nowhere
More next
week.

• • •
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Mike Stryiak
arid Staff
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The
or CI

ST•

YOU TAKE NO
CHANCE WHEN
YOU
TRADE WITH

NEW OR USED
CAR

C

;-Orlant

l, that
Is the way I know I am
American. Americ
a is the onl
Idealistic nation in the
world.'

•
•
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--A thought for
the day:
President Woodrow Wil
son

We hope your
holiday scores high
in fun and good
cheer, and we extend the best
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,Send your. questions
to: Green
Plain Church of Christ
: IT 2,,
Hazel, Ky., or pho
ne 412 1206.
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Bulls Hold
Off Atlanta

FRIDAY — DECEMBER 19. 1969

Denver Outlasts
Nets ki Overtime
By United Press international

Vikings To Meet Their
Maker This Sunday

Still Loses

By United Press International
season at home before leaving
The Denver Rockets made
By JOE CARNICELLI
at Buffalo, Evansville, Ind.
Tuesday to
Minnesota
for
way
hard
the
point
their
UPI Sports Writer
Invitation, Roadrunner at Las
Chicago head Coach Dick
Western
their
for
prepare
Pro football shares Christmas Cruces, N.M., and Triangle at
Moth stood outside his Bulls' Thursday night.
Conference title game with the
week (Dec. 21-27) with 14
New
the
spotted
Rockets
The
The
Minnesota
Vikings
will
International
26By United Press
Fayetteville, N.C., run Dec.
dressing room in Kansas City
college basketball tournaments, 27. From Dec. 26-30 are the Big
York Nets a 20-point lead in the meet their maker Sunday. Vikings. A Los Angeles victory
Thursday night with a shell-two bowl games and three Eight at Kansas City, Far West
half and then came back Unfortunately, he may not be would set a club record of 12
Louisiana State's Pet Mashocked smile and wondered first
triumphs in one season.
college All-Star football clas- at Portland, Ore., the Rainbow ravich carried enough ammunitie the score at the end of too happy to see them.
to
about his youth.
Steve Spurrier, who threw 48
then
Denver
sics.
play.
regulation
The maker is Norm Van
at Honolulu and the All-College tion in his pistols to win a
"If we play a few more like
in a snowstorm against
passes
overtime
the
The NFL wraps up its at Oklahoma City.
points
in
scored 11
Brocklin, who coached the
battle. But he sometimes can't
this, I won't live to be an old
the Vikings last week, is
,regular season but the key
them
by
of
seven
period,
Vikings
for
the
first
from
six
years
the
Bengals
are
Saturday
Bayou
Starting
keep the
man," Moth, who Is now 37,
s, game this Sunday matches the Bruin Classic at Los Angeles, losing the var.
Spencer Haywood, to pill out a of their existence (1961-66) and expected to be at quarterback
said,
for San Francisco against the
A FL's Oakland Raiders (No. 1
108-105 victory.
put together the nucleus of
Maravich was at his hottest
Holiday Festival at New York
A few minutes earlier, his
th the West) vs. the Houston and Quaker City at Philadel- Thursday night, pouring in 50
Haywood fouled out with 1:12 what today is possibly the most Eagles.
Bulls had almost blown a 22- remaining in overtime but not
The Dallas-Washington game
Oilers (No. 2 In the East) for a phia.
points to move past Elgin
point second-half lead to the before finishing with 24 points powerful team in the National could help decide some statisti: berth in the league's tile game
Football League.
Football provides the big Baylor and Bill Bradley into
National Basketball Associaleaders. The Cowboys'
coming up Jan. 4.
and pulling down 17 rebounds.
Van Brocklin, however, is cal
show Saturday with the Los fifth place on the NCAA alltion's
division-leading
Western
Hill is second to
Larry Jones led the Rockets in now head coach of the Atlanta Calvin
College basketball opens its Angeles Rams vs. Minnesota time career scoring list with
Atlanta Hawks.
Gale Sayers in
'.,,tioliday jamboree on Monday Vikings for the NFL's Western 2,531 points. But LSU still fell
scoring with 27 points while Falcons and his team plays Chicago's
Bob Love had to haul-in a Levern Tart had 25 for New
rushing,
103
yards back.
>with the two-day Sun Bowl Division championship and the victim to fourth-ranked Southhost to the Vikings Sunday as
rebound on Walt Wesley's
Cleveland is looking to tie a
Melchionni 61,s. -point underdogs in the
Bill
Tournament at El Paso, Tex. Gator Bowl's Silver Anniversa- ern California, 101-98.
York and
second tree-throw attempt with chipped in with 21.
club single season mark with 11
:,.on Christmas Day, the North- ry game at Jacksonville, Fla.,
regular season windup for the
And, of course, as Maravich
three
seconds
left
to
preserve
victories when the Browns play
American
t..t South college football stars go matching Tennessee (9-1) vs. always explains in the dressing
In the only other
NFL.
the victory in the only NBA Basketball Association game,
the Giants, and the Lions are
?•at Miami and scheduled Friday Florida (8-1-1) in the headli- room, winning is more imporThe
Vikings
will
be
looking
to
game scheduled Thursday.
•is the Tangerine Bowl at ners.
Louie Dampier scored 22 points tie the record of 13 consecutive hoping for third-place money in
tant than personal glory.
"That was a big rebound,"
and Jim Ligon added 19 for the victories, set by the unbeaten the West with a victory or a tie
Orlando, Fla., with Toledo
Also scheduled Dec. 27 are Southern Cal jumped to a 23Moth said, as if no one had
1.-(10-0) vs. Davison (7-3).
Kentucky Colonels who beat the Chicago Bears in 1934. They against the Bears. St. Louis
the East-West Shrine Game at point lead in the first nine
noticed.
Ten college basketball tour- Palo Alto, Cal., and the Blue- minutes, but with only 51
New Orleans Bucs, 103-96. Steve also can erase the 14-game tries for its first victory over
The Bulls looked dazzling as Jones topped the Bucs with 21
Packers since 1949 when the
naments start on Friday.
record for fewest points (144) the
Gray Game at Montgomery, seconds left Maravich sank an
took
the
lead
10-9
with
they
journey to Green Bay
Cardinals
-7 The Milwaukee Classic, Mo.. Ala.
points.
set by the 1968 Baltimore Colts
underhanded layup to make the
four minutes gone and then
for the first time since moving
:tor City at Detroit. Queen City
Baton
the
1963
bring
and
the
Chicago
and
Bears.
score 97-96
stretched it into a 63-48
1960. Boy
The Vikings have allowed only to St. Louis, in
Rouge crowd to its feet.
halftime lead. With Wesley
Pittsburgh and
of
Jefferson
123 this season.
Center Ron Riley of the
hitting from close in and Love WOLVERINES DEPART
Abramovricz
of New
In
other
action Sunday, Dan
Trojans tipped in a missed tree
and Jerry Sloan banging away
snap the threeto
Orleans
try
throw vrith 30 seconds to go and
from outside, the Bulls had a DETROIT (UPI).— The Michi- Baltimore is 61 2 over Los way deadlock for the passAngeles, San Francisco is 11
South Car. 89 LIU 52
Dennis Layton hit two free
79-56 edge with 7:30 left in the gan football team departed
title when their teams
over Philadelphia, Dallas is receiving
Purdue 65 Kent St. 64
throws with nine secohcis left to
third quarter.
meet.
Detroit
Metropolitan
Airport
in
Invitational
Riley
had
Washington kti Lee
Insure USC's victory.
Then the Hawks went to work snowy weather Thursday for seven over Washington, Cleveat Lexington,Va,
19 points and Layton 16 to pace
with Lou Hudson scoring 18 the warmer climate of Califor- land is 41/2 over New York, WINS THREE
ST
LOUIS, Mo. (UP— Wash & Lae 91 Centre (Ky.) 78 the Trojan's balanced attack.
second-half points and Walt nia where the Wolverines will Detroit is five over Chicago,
CORAL GABLES, Fla, (UPI)
The fans showed up at New
Frank St. Marseille scored in Wonard 72 Dickinson 58
Hazzard adding 14 to leave the play Southern Cal in the Rose Green Bay is seven over St.
--Louis and New Orleans is nine —Jockey Jacinto Vasques rode
York's Madison Square Garden NEW PRESIDENT
the third period Thursday night
Bulls with ouly the ball, a scant Bowl New Year's Day.
over Pittsburgh. None of the a triple at Tropical Park
wearing buttons that readto give the St. Louis Blues a 3-3 Cincinnati 114 Iowa 105
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI)— 113-112 lead, and 19 seconds to The official party of 103 will games is critical since all of Thursday, scoring with McColWichita 96 Loyola (Ill.) 94
"McGuire Power". And on the
tie with the Boston Bruins.
did. be followed by a Dec. 26 Right
they
Love
kill.
Thanks
to
the league's four races already loughs Leap (38.40), Tinsley
court, Coach Frank McGuire's Lynn Stone, an assistant vice The win moved Chicago into
St. Marseille slammed his Niagara 73 Rutgers 61
81
Tex.
Tech
Brig.
Carolina Gamecocks president of the Liberty Natio* a tie for second with San carrying wives and families of have been decided.
Young
88
South
($4.80) and Eneas H ($6.00) in
tying goal into the Boston net
coaches and players.
The Rams close out their the feature race.
lived up to the warning by al Bank and Trust Company In Francisco in
just 19 seconds after the Bruins Sou. Cal. 101 La. St. 98
Western
the
elected =anthad taken a 3-2 lead with Noel Holy Cross 78 Northeastern 76 thrashing Long Island Universi- Louisville, was
Atlanta
mously Tuesday to succeed Division. They now trail
East.
N.M.
70
S.W.
Okla
St.
61
27-point
behind
a
89-52,
ty,
Picard in the penalty box for
Wathen Knebelkamp as the by 31;2 games.
Sou,
Roche.
In
East.
Georgia
Ky.
97
79
John
by
performance
cross-checking on the second
In Friday's games, the Bulls
the second game of the Garden president of Churchill Downs.
goal of the evening by Jim Ky. St; 150 Franklin (O.) 67
their "second
from
move
Jan. 1,
Baltimore 89 W. Md. 80
doubleheader, Niagara got a 27.. Stone, on
Lorentz.
City to
Kansas
home"
at
point performance from All- officially take over as presid
Fred Stanfield also scored for Springfteld 96 Clark 89
Chicago to meet the Eastern
of
the
track
where
th
and
America Calvin Murphy
Boston, and Red Berenson and Cen. Okla. 94 East Texas 83
New York
Division - leading
Kentucky Derby is run ea
beat Rutgers, 73-61.
Ab McDonald also scored for Lamar Tech 87 McNeese 70
Knicks.
No, Tex. St, 98 Arizona 81
college action, year.
other
In
St. Louis.
In the Eastern Division, the
Tulane beat Miami of Ohio, 59The first place Blues in- Providence 77 Brown 68
Detroit Pistons
cellar-dwelling
57, Illinois defeated Detroit, 82creased their lead to eight Illinois 82 Detroit 65
travel to Baltimore to meet the
65, Wichita State beat Loyola of
points, the largest it has been Tulane 59 Miami (Ohio) 57
second-place Bullets and MilChicago, 96-94, Purdue edged OYTOWICH LOST
this season in the Western Nevada 67 Creighton 66
waukee entertains the Boston
Kent State, 65-64, Nevada
Division of the National Hockey
Celtics.
squeaked past Creighton, 67-66, PITTSBURGH (UPI) — D
League. The Bruins moved one
In the West, the second place
Cincinnati beat Iowa, 114-105, enseman Bob Woytowich of th San
point ahead of the Montreal
Francisco Warriors travel
ittsburgh
Penguins
will
be
Texa
los
beat
Brigham Young
Canadiens and to within two
Diego.
San
to
o
the
National Hockey Leagu
Tech, 88-81 and North Texas
points of the New York
In other cross division play,
or at least two weeks. H
98-81.
Arizona,
State
defikated
Rangers of the Eastern Vivi.
ered a separation of his left ;cattle hosts Philadelphia and
•
Gebeners University earalso.
•
iiRlewer
•
boulder
in a game against the Cincinnati meets the Lakers at
19th-Tanfpc1
game
to
feited
The Bruins still have not lost
Los Angeles.
NEW YORK (UPI)— Scheclule Jacksonville University when akland Seals last Friday.
team
this
to a Western division
of nationally televised sports players and spectators engaged
year.
events for the week of Dec. 21- in a brawl on the court.
The goals by McDonald and
27 (all times EST):
Georgetown coach Jack Magee
were
their
16th
Berenson
goals
Sunday-- NFL football, six
of the season and tied them for regional games at 1 p.m., pulled his team off the court
the league lead in goals. St. followed by Baltimore at Los with 1:23 remaining in the first
half and refused to let his
Goyette and
Louis'
Phils
Angeles at 4 p.m. (CBS); AFL
Boston's Bobby Orr were each football— Houston at Oakland 4 players return. Jacksonville
was leading 41-26 at the time.
credited with one assist to p.m. (NBC).
and all, and a few days later he
By MILTON RICHMAN
The brawl broke out after
remain tied for the NHL's
was examined again in Chicago
Christmas Day— NBA basket- Arthur White of Georgetown
UPI Sports Writer
scoring lead with 42 points.
and they found the fracture.
ball, Boston at Phoenix at 2:30 exchanged punches with JackThe game was spiced by two p.m. followed by North-South
Minnie made a big concession.
NEW YORK (UPI)— Minnie
fights, one between Derek college football All-Star Game sonville's Mike Blevins and
He didn't play for three days."
playing ball.
is
still
Minoso
ejected.
were
players
both
Sanderson and Bobby Plager at Miami at 4:30 p.m. (both
That in itself isn't such mind.' Like all ballplayers, however,
and the other between Ken ABC).
news for, particularly, Minos° did have occasional
bending
Hodge and Al Arbour. The
Saturday— Gator Bowl, Tenfact
he will be 48 his next trouble with his back.
is the
second skirmish caused the two nessee
Three Kinds of People
vs. Florida, Noon.
birthday.
teams to
head for their (NBC); East-West Shrine Game
"There are three kinds of
familiar
with
Mimic'
Anybody
dressing rooms 30 seconds at Palo Alto, Calif., 4:30 p.m.
at all won't even be overly people" Froelich says. "Those
before the end of the second (ABC); NFL football, Western
shocked
by the disclosure he's who have a bad back; those
period. They played the 30 Division
championship, Los
tearing
it
up for the Culiak_an who have had a bad tack, and
remaining seconds after the
Angeles at Minnesota, 1:30 p.m.
in Mexico's those who will get a bad back.
Tomato
Pickers
intermission.
(CBS).
Sonora-Sinaloa winter league or You don't have to be an athlete.
enough you'll
LAWRENCE, Kan. ErD — Ex- that he ripped a pair of line If you live long
lave
a
bad
back,"
his
last
two
drive
base
hits
in
ceptional players dot the lineups of the four teams in to- times at bat against Mazatlan He feels so strongly about it
that he abandoned his job as
night's first Jawhawk Classic. the other night.
Western Kentucky's 7-0 Jim "He loves baseball so much, trainer three years ago and
McDaniels and Kansas' 6-9 Dave he once told roe he thought Us *voted his full attention to
Robisch are the biggest scorers. most perfect way to die was or *signing a special and patentMcDaniels and Robisch, both the field with his unifor on,' ed back support for autos and
juniors, are averaging 29 points says Ed Froelich, the fom& trucks. Froelich since has set
a game.
utt ep Baxport Products, 6 North
trainer for the Chicago
Sox and five other clubs los Michigan Avenue, in Chicago.
Tonight's semifinals pit West- manufacturing a back rest for one of his old friends from
ern Kentucky 5-1 against Texas- automobile drivers.
phoned
States
United
the
El Paso (2-0) in the 7:05 p. m.
Minoso long distance in Mexico
In A Class By Himself
(SC'!') opener and Kansas (4-1)
"Minnie is in a class b.. aot long ago and wanted to
against Southern
Methodist himself," says Froelich, vri,,, know how he was getting along.
(1-3) in the 9 p. m. nightcap.
"You know me, buddy,"
Texas-El Paso is led by 6-0 has 35 years experience as ilinnie's voice bubbled over the
Yankees,
lief
trainer
with
the
senior 1;usi Nate -The Skate
wire, "I'm werre hoppy so long
Archibald, boasting a 20-point Sox, Dodgers, Chicago BlaJk they let me play."
Hawks
and
Chicago
Cardinals
average.
as well as the White Sox.
Gene Phillips, 64 junior for- has the gn.latest tolerance for
ward, is the SMU pacesetter. pain of any man I've ever seen.
"You'd never believe some of PLUM ACTIVATED
Phillips is averaging 28.2 points
per outing. He was the South- the things Minoso did. He had a
(UP 1)— Milt
west Conference sophomore of broken bone in his foot on, e NEW
YORK
the year last season and tfte and the doctor said it would be shim a veteran of 13 seasons
conference scoring champion at least 10 days before he could In the National Football
with a 21.3 average.
play again but he pinch hit that League. was activated by the
night, won the game and never Setv York Giants Tuesday for
Western Kentucky, which lost missed any days at all.
Sunday's game with the Cleveto Duquesne. and Kansas, a 30"Then there was the time he land Browns.
loser
to
point
Kentucky. will be was hit on the head by hot,
Linebacker Ray Hick', who
favored to gain Saturday's.. fi- Grim of the Yankees. He had a
Jimmy Sullivan, Professional
undergo knee surgery,
Inust
naLs. The two semifinal losers fractured skull but the first \iris placed on the injured list
Phone 753-1166 or 753-3526
WILL DELIVER
will play a consolation match ray
didn't show it. He played to make room for Plum.
Saturday.
the following thy, skull fracture
By United Press International

Blues Tie Bruins
3-3 Last Night

Answers

E

College Cage
Results
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.N: "Is it wrong for
to take a social
and then?"
: One passage ol
would be sufficient
• question for any
person that re
authority of the
in from all appearii". (1 Thess. 5:22.)
• thinking person
that &IL-oho& beethe "appearance
the statistic-proven
high part alcohidents, deaths etc
the largest single
death of three
per hour on the
Its contributing roll
able immoralities,
the debasement of
ly. Alcohol is $
utor to poverty, to
vort-e, to mental 11.1
that it is our Numproblem and our
health problem in
•y. Reliable sourthat we have 80
ans who drink,
10% of the adult
aicoholo• at Stanford Unioel Fort said, those
be worried about
arijuana would, if
much more con.
the use of Ricoh.
cohol is the most
"mind-altering
is responsible for
f the crimes that
United States
en is told immek its doors when
riot?. ..the liquor
business is closed
ays? ..the liquor
there so many
ate this beverage
ess as milk?
ood may be claim.
insignificant combed influence and
at even the 450
spent each year
Industry in aciamourize its proove the stigma of
does such an in
of harm certain.
voided The eposnot tell us to be
e appearance of
•
front such
also said, "Abh is evil" (Rom.
will have to
other than the
pport of "social
Bible nowhere
th! More next

IThe Right Gift
For The Right Manq
I

This Week's
Sports On TV

COLTS

Gold Spike

Sports Parade

Alabama Cent.
Nathan Bedford
Forest

layhawk Cllassic
Opens Tonight

Winchester
30-30

1

CHRISTMAS SHOP
AT YOUR PRO SHOP

Calloway Country Club
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Gold Spike
Theodore Roosevelt
Buffalo Bill
Illinois Sentenial

Full Line of Remington Shotguns
1100S and 870s
Good Selection of Used Guns

For The Unhappy Golfer
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TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

W. A. Franklin Is !Carpenter Home Is
Speaker At Meet IScene Of Luncheon
Of Murray AAUW The home of Mrs. Robert I

FRIDAY - DECEMBER Hi ige,g
M.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Carpenter was the scene of the
The Murray Branch of the meeting
of the Dorothy Group
American Association of Uniof the Woman's Missionary Soc
home
the
at
met
Women
versity
iety of the First Baptist Church
of Miss Ruth Cole on Tuesday
held on Wednesday, December
December 9, at seven-thirty
10, at ten o'dock in the mornclock in the evening
ing
W. A. Franklin, a member of
Mrs. Hugh Oakley presented
department
of
the geography
program on "Missionaries in
Murray State University, gave the
Vietnam". She displayed a map
a most interesting and inform',
relating facts about Vietnam
tive illustrated lecturer conalso showed slides of the
and
showing
urbanization
cerning
country.
the theories of various experts
The devotion from the second
in city planning.
Mr. Franklin and his wife chapter of Luke was also by
Durwood
were introduced by Mrs Donna Mrs. Oakley. Mrs.
Beatty, chairman, presided. Mrs.
By Abigail Van Buren
Mabry.
Mrs. Inez Claxton, president, Lloyd Jacks led in prayer.
A potluck luncheon was servDEAR ABBY, George and I have been married only nine presided at the business session.
at the noon hour. Those preed
arsend
urged
to
years. I am 29 and George is 30, so we can't be considered Members were
Mesdames Carpenter,
"old." But listen to this: Last night I was feeling in a ticles for the state creative sent were
Oakley, Beatty, Jacks, Castle
Frances
Mrs.
contest
to
writing
romantic mood, so I put the stereo on, bathed, combed my
Parker, I. E. Hendon, Brent
hair real pretty, and put on my best nightie and his favorite Matarazzo.
continue Outland, Eugene Tarry, Hugh
voted
to
group
The
cologne. I snuggled up close to him and whispered, "George,
with the book study group with Noffsinger, Robert Fox, and
I'm chilly." Do you know what he said? 'Turn up the electric
Mrs. Donna Mabry as chairmat Louis Slusmeyer.
blanket!" What would YOU have done?
KAREN
Magazines for the hospital cart
and gifts for patients at WestDEAR KAREN: I'd have turned up the electric blanket.
ern State Hospital were collected.
DEAR ABBY: My husband recently returned from a
Mrs. Eleanor Kodman was inbusiness trip to Japan. Before he left, he asked me what I troduced as a new member.
wanted him to bring me from Japan, and I told him I had Mrs. Rema Cole was a guest.
always wanted a nice string of cultured pearls.
Miss Cole, assisted by her
Another delightful courtesy
Well, be brought me a string, costing $39, but now I don't mother, Mrs. Rema Cole, serv- extended to Miss Kay Pinkley,
feel like wearing them because he told me he also bought a ed a dessert course buffet style bride-elect of Gary Roedemeier,
string for a girl who works for him. Hers coat f26. This girl is from the beautifully appointed was the personal shower held
52 years old and has worked for him for 16 years, and over table.
on Tuesday, December 9, at
•••
seven-thirty o'clock in the eventhe years I have certainly heard enough about how "hard"
ing.
she works, and what a "devoted and loyal employee" she is.
Miss Jeanie Diuguid, Miss
Do you think I am wrong to object to my husband's
Debbie Edmonds, and Miss
bringing her pearls, too?
JEALOUS IN NEWARK
Jane Belote were the charming hostesses for the event held
DEAR JEALOUS: Yes. Since your husband didn't
at the Diuguid home, 803
hesitate to tell you that he had brought a string of pearls for
The Murray High School
a loyal employee [and even how much they cost] there is no chapter of the Future Home- Sharpe Street.
For the prenuptial occasioa
reason for any jealousy on your part. He sounds like a good makers of America held its anthe honoree chose to wear a
man who gives pearls with DO "metaphoric" strings nual Christmas party at the
white knit dress and was preHoliday Inn on Thursday, Deattached.
sented a Christmas corsage of
cemoer 11, at six-thirty o'clock
carnations by the hostesses. Her
Miss Martha Dell Finney
in the evening.
mother, Mrs. L. K. Pinkley, was
DEAR ABBY: I am in the same boat with
Mrs. Connie Jones, student
Ralph Finney of Murray announces the engagement and
"MISLED"-the 70-year-old lady who married a 73-year-old teacher, was in charge of the also given a corsage like that of
approaching marriage of his daughter, Martha Dell, to
man and found that all he could give her was a lovely home program. Miss Susan Hale, pre- the honoree.
Steve
Games were played with the M. Andrus, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carnie Andrus of 1303 Sycaand a gin rummy partner.
sident, gave the welcome, and
I more Street, Murray.
We have been married for 12 years, and our marriage Miss Celia Simmons gave the prizes going to the honoree
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Dell Finney of
who opened her many lovely
devotion.
has never been consummated. We are both now
in our early
including a personal gift Murray.
gifts
Christmas carols were sung
fifties and this is the second time around for both of us.
Miss Finney is a graduate of Murray High School and at.
I am by the group led by members and a set of TV trays from the
sure there is nothing wrong with him physically
tended Murray State University for two years. She is a member
because he of the music committee, Jenni- hostesses.
had children by his first wife. I am nice and clean
so that's fer Taylor, chairman, Becky Refreshments of boiled cus- of the Alpha Delta Pi social sorority. She ii now employed at
not the reason.
Hogancamp, Christi Cooper, and tard and cake were served by 1 the Houston-McDevitt Clinic.
he hostesses. Guests included
The groom-elect is a graduate of Roswell Senior Hie
When
togethei
Nancy Spann
behavior
for "gent
and
"What Christmas Means To embers of the Alpha Omicron School, Roswell, New Mexico, and attended Murray State Uni
. me I later learned
at Murray State Uni.. versity. He served two years with the United States Army and
that he do.
Me" was the theme of the talk i sorority
r, him, it a ea ..,rty word. When
.
versity.
I, is now employed by the Murray Division of the Tappan Corn.
a couple ki‘
by Mrs Jones. A sextet composin a movie, he turns his head.
* • *
. laalaY•
ed of Misses Taylor, HoganOtherwise I can't complain. He is a good provider
and he
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, February 14
camp, Christi Cooper, Sara
has been very good to me and my children. I
can live without
at seven o'clock in the evening at the First Baptist Church. All
Cooper,
Spann,
and
Jennie
Bar,sex. I know women who are worse off.
Sign me. . .
relatives and friends are invited to attend.
ker, sang "Winter Wonderland".
LONELY
The recreation was led byl
Miss Barker and Miss Janie{
CONFIDENTIAL TO EVERYBODY: Don't be lazy!
Frank.
Find
out the rip code numbers and use them.
Punch and Christmas cook.
It speeds up the
sorting of mall tremendously, which in
ies
made by the Home Econo- The women of St. John's
turn speeds up
mics I classes were served from Episcopal Church met Monday
delivery. So instead of complaining about bow
bad the mall
the beautifully appointed table evening in the home of Mrs.
service has been lately--help to Improve it by
using the zip
Friday, December 19
decorated in the Christmas mo- Charlie Moore, Ryan Avenue.
Members of the Murray-Callocodes. [I love you, too, Mr. Blount.]
The Diller or Dollar Bowling
tif.
Mrs. Robert Mabry gave the way County Shrine Club held
The committee in charge of devotion and also read a beau- their fellowship breakfast at the League will bowl at 11 cm, in
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
the arrangements was compos- tiful Christmas story.
Southside Restaurant on Sun- order to be finished in time for
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box 0700, Los Angeles, Cal.
dismissal.
school
Members
ed of Nancy Jones, chairman, The president, Mrs. Michael day morning, December 14
Meg. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
in time.
Marilyn Doran, Martha Ladd Gardone, presided and the treaAfter the breakfast the mem- please note change
•••
envelope.
Donna McCord, Marilyn Sim. surer, Mrs. Norman Klapp, gave bers and their families attendThe Lynn Grove Homemakmons, Martha Wisehart, Linda her report. Various plans were ed the church of their choice.
Cochran, and Nancy Copeland made including the decoration
For Abby's new booklet, "Mist Teen-Agers Want to
Members and families attend- ers Club will have a Christmas
Know." seed 11 $. Abby, Box Wee, Los Angeles, Cal. MM. They were assisted by the ad of the church for the holidays ing were John L. Williams. Mr party at the Colonial House
visors, Mrs. A. B. Crass and
During the social hour Kart- and Mrs. Edsel Beale, Mr. and Smorgasbord at seven p.m.
•••
Mrs. G. T. Lilly.
thopeta honey nut cake, sugar Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mr. and
•••
Saturday, December IS
cookies, coffee, and spiced tea Mrs. William Moffett, Mr. and
The Murray Firetts will meet
were served by the hostess.
Mrs. Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs
Those present were Mes- Don Robinson and son, Larry, at six p.m.
•••
dames Moore, Mabry, Gardone, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Klapp,
Klapp, Leonard Whitmer, Ken- and Mr. and Mrs. Boone HendThe Waiting Wives Club will
neth Wetmore, Chet Butler, rickson.
meet at the Holiday Inn at
Jules Harcourt, Phil WeydenGuests were Mr. and Mrs. seven p.m.
Small gifts will be
er, and Louis Zimmerman.
James C. Williams of Murray exchanged.
The North Murray HomemakThe next meeting will be held And Mr,, and Mrs. Tuovi Heik•••
ers Club enjoyed its Christmas at the home of Mrs. Gardone, Linen of
Quito, Ecuador, who
The Murray-Calloway County
meeting and exchange of gifts Mimosa Drive, on Monday, Jan- are visiting
in the home of Mr Shrine Club will have a potluck
on Friday, December 13 in the uary 19, at 7:30 p.m.
and Mrs. Milton Jones.
supper at the home of Mr. and
home of Mrs. B. J. Hoffman on
Mrs. William E. Moffett at 4:30
Miller Avenue.
p.m. Novelty gifts will be exA delicious covered dish lun- um.
changed. Each is asked to bring
,Theon was served at the noon../VMS
fruit, canned goods, ete., to be
hour followed by the members
given to a needy family.
reading scripture and lighting
of candles.
•••
Miss Vickie Copeland,, bride- ins, Douglas Shoemaker, 011ie
Mrs. Hoffman led the devotelect
of Tommy Williams, was Barnett, Ocds Dick, Hugh Farional service and read a beautiful story of the Christ Child complimented with a household ris, Sylva Atkins, Harold Elkclosing with prayer. Christmas shower on Saturday, December ins, Walton Stallons, B. M. ColeMr. and Mrs. Harry L. Austcarols were sung by the group 6, at two o'clock in the after- man, Homer Fred Williams, MilThe business session was led noon at the Community Center dred Ragsdale, Roy Adams, F. in of Palmersville, Tenn., are
by Mrs. John Workman, presi- on Ellis Drive.
B. McClard, Raymond Wrather, the parents of a baby girl, TanThe gracious hostesses for Eugene Davis, Leon Chambers, na
Monic, weighing seven
dent. Mrs. Charlie Crawford
called the roll with members the occasion were Mrs_ Trellis Byrd Ezell, Deward Cook, Owen pounds thirteen ounces, born on
answering with her most un- MeCuiston, Mrs W. B. McCuis- Farris, and Miss Mitzi McCuis. Monday, December 15, at 6:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
forgettable
Christmas. Gifts ton, and Mrs. Verlene Ezell. ton.
For the event the honoree Those from out of town were County Hospital.
were exchanged from under the
The new father is a student
beautifully decorated Christmas chose to wear a green velvet Mrs. Thomas D. Forrest of Mur.
dress with white organdy collar freesboro, Tenn., Mrs. Eugene at Murray State University and
tree.
Members present were Mes- and cuffs trimmed in white Boggess, Mrs. Randy Boggess, is a farmer.
dames K. T. Crawford, Ballet lace.
Mrs. Jerry Boggess, and Mrs. Paternal grandparents are
Refreshments of mints, nuts, E. J. Osbron, all of Paducah, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Austin and
Dunn, Angie Gibbs, Ivan Outland, Bailey Biggins, Oscar Saly- punch, and cakes topped with Mrs. Jerry Hart of Fulton, Mrs. maternal grandparents are Mr.
ers, John Workman, C. D. Vin- white bells, were served by the Robert Farley of Port Richey, and Mrs. Richard Clanton, all
son. Jr. Green Wilson, Charlie hostesses from the beautifully Fla., Mrs. Oscar Wilson of Dune- of Palmersyllle, Tenn.
Mrs. Gertie GatewOod of
Crawford. and B. J.' Hoffman appointed table overlaid with a din, Fla., and Mrs. Hardy Adair
Dresden, Tenn., is a paternal
Two visitors were Mrs. Barletta white linen cloth and centered f Louisville.
•••
great grandmother. Maternal
Wrather and Mrs. 0. 0. Flora. with a pink floral arrangement.
.
she'll love Buster Brown's up-to-date fashion.
great grandparents are Mrs.
Those attending and sending
The January 9th meeting
Its blunt
Margaret Vandergriff of Denwill be held at the home of gifts were Miss Lucy Ann Forbut beautiful toe is topped off with brass
trim and laced
son, Texas, and Luther Denson
rest, Mesdames Cullen Forrest,
Mrs. Greene 0. Wilson.
with fashion. A new way to light up the
'if Sherman, Texas.
•••
Preston Jones, Make Erwin,
back-to -school
•••
Claude Anderson, Dewey Smoscene. We guarantee the fit, too.
p''d otcord,ng tc, ,e1
Game lawbreaking up
therman, Hughie Osbron, James
with prices of meat
1 he top of the fashion
Mrs. Ann Kelly Dodson, 1203
Alton, Wayne Turner, Clifton
picFRANKFORT,
(I 1'1) }Jarrell, Gingles Barnes, Grov- Peggy Ann Drive, opened her ture from right now on into
Conservation officers attribute er James. George W. Dunn, Hill home for the meeting of the spring is the top-knot hairstyle.
a rise in owe and fish law vio- Gardner, Lester Nanny, Guy Waiting Wives Club held the Make yours with a fall of real
month.
or synthetic hair if sour
lations partially to skyrocketing Spann, Fannie Dunn, Eunice first of the
own
chairman, Mrs. Betty isn't long enough.
meat pnces.
Henry, Albert Enix, Dick Sykes, The
presided
and the secreBaker,
The State Fish and Wildlife Harold Speigtrti Myrtle Thorn,
Mrs. Dodson, read t hi'
Resources' Department r•ay. dic Opel Phillips, Lottie Lamb, and tary,
Holiday Inn. Small gifts will be
minutes.
record mindwr of 54210 arri-'-i-- Pearl Woodall.
Plans were made. for the next exchanged.
DOWPITOWN NUftRAY
Also Mesdames Julius Cooper,
115 conservation 'lancers in
meeting to be held on Saturday; " Refreshments were served
is expected Iii-1•; linpkro liii- Roy Cothran; -Aubrey Steely,
Wayne Darne114-4Howard Wilk- December 20. at seyen p.m.. at from the table decorated in the
s
the private dinibg room of the Christmas motif. —
_
.
•.
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Finney-Andrus Vows To Be Read

When mate just
isn't interested!

Personal Shower Is
Given In Honor Of
Miss Kay Pinkley

Murray High
FHA Chapter Has
Christmas Party

Episcopal Women
Meet On Monday
At Moore Home

Breakfast Held By
The Shrine Club

North Murray Club
Has Luncheon Meet
At Hoffman Home

Roach Home Scene
Of Luncheon Meet
Paris Road Club

The leather look, whetherreal or imitated, is definitel) in
the fashion picture to stay. But.
you go for leather consider the kind and cost of upkeep. Most real suede or leather
garments call for dry cleaning
only and require individual custom handling with accompanying
higher charges. Simulated leathers are of two kinds-polyurethane coated fabtics that can be
drycleaned, and expanded vinyl
that must be
wetcleaned or
wiped off.

The home of Mrs. Johnny B.
Roach on the Hazel Highway osmonn1111111111M111
was the scene of the luncheon
meeting held by the Paris Road
Homemakers on Tuesday, December 9, at eleven o'clock in
1.0•1,
the morning.
1
,
Mrs. Walter Duke opener
4.
Is
the meeting with the busines:
session. Mrs. Ina Nesbitt caller
the roll with members answer
ing with "Our Most Remember
4
ed Christmas".
A potluck luncheon was serv
ed. Mrs. Lucille Hart made e
The
beautiful birthday cake honor
ing the birthdays of Mrs. MaviE
Gibbs and Mrs. Myrtle Madrey.
Gifts were exchanged. The
Roach home was beautifully dehostess can help you
corated in the Christmas motif
over the anxiety of getMembers present were Mesting acquainted in new
dames Dewey Grogan, Walter
surroundings and make
Duke, Eva Curd, Ina Nesbitt,
Lucille Hart, Woodrow White,
you feel at "Home
Eldridge Gee, John. Tom TaySweet Home," again.
lor, Myrtle Madrey, Naomi BarShe will bring gifts and
rett, Mavis Gibbs, Louise Dunn,
vital information from
Pat Thompson, Johnny Roach,
your neighborhood busiand Miss Reble Steely.
ness and civic leaders.
Visitors were Miss Epple Wilcox, Mrs. Ruby Brandon, and
Call
Mrs. Audrey Cannon.
Phone 753-2.378
•• •
High cost of pests

Linda Adams

NEW YORK (UP1)-Inbeets,
plant diseases, mites, and weeds
destroy 30 percent of the world's
food crops, according to Stauffer
Chemical Company.

oil

The Most
Famous Basket
in the World*,

Give your family
the magnificent

Waiting Wives Club
Plans Dinner Meet

4
a.

00
_122_
7:00
7:15
'TV
8:00
8:30

11:00
11:30

12:00

12:30
1:00
-Ear
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6:00 1

630'
"VW
7:1157
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10:30
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6:00 1
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0
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11:00,
11:30

12:00
12:05

G I FTof

11.33E

1:00 I
1:301
2:00 A
T.30 I
0
-70

beautiful music

CIgraCiihr4M3C,

ASTRO-SONIC

3:30 1
-00
1

fs30

Stereo FM/AM
Radio-Phonographs
•Space-saving fine furniture -only
" wide
Ideal for smaller rooms-or wherever space is
a
problem • 20-Watts undistorted music power •
Fabulous Mieromatic Player lets your records last
a lifetime•Advanced solid-state audio systemyour assurance of lasting reliability!

•

NEW
Hope's
trip to
men ove
countrie
being cc
Troops
Turkey
as those
Taiwan i
accompa
Connie
Charney

Voss=

IF SHE LIKES
BIG -GIRL LOOKS

WS]

9:30
TOW

HOME
'SWEET HOME
X_, AGAIN

Vickie Copeland Is Complimented
With Shower At The Community Center

Adams Shoe Store

PAOI

Your choice of three styles $29850
shown, romantic Mediterranean
model 3633 on concealed swivel
casters. Also in authentic Early American and Contemporary fine furniture.
Why settle for less? Though modestly
-priced, these
compact Astro-Sonic Stereo models will
bring you the
full beauty of music with remarkable
dimensional realism
and tonal purity-from your favorite
recordings, exciting
Stereo FM, drift-free and noise -free Monaural
FM,
powerful AM Radio or optional Magnavox tape
equipment. Two 12" High -Efficiency Bass Woofers
and two
1.000 cycle Exponential Treble Horns
project thrilling'
sound from both front and sides of the
cabinet to extend
unequaled stereo separation to the very
width of your
room! Gliding top panels open to record
player, all controls and to convenient record storage
area.

•

Magnavox Stereo Portables from ...$5990

LEACH'S

MUSIC & TV
Dixieland Shopping Center

OPEN TIL 8 p.m. MON. - FRI.
- -fROM NOW UNTIL '--i-fl2fSTMAS

*
•••
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TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WS11 - 4

WLAC - 5

Sunday Morning
S:00

6:50 Farm plea:ill-CO
7:00 Hwort From Washinton (c)
7:15 Day of Discovery (c)

Sunrise Semester (&)
Tom & Jerry (c)

os.

7:45 Gospel Country (c
&00
&15 Jungle Jim
&30
9:00
9:30 Under..: C
I I'S U7
10:30 Herald of Tr ;• (c)
11:00 Communt, Worship (c)
11:30 Eternal Light (C)

Know Your Bible(c)

Naom

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

'Bearded Nut'
Has Salary
In 6 Figures

SCHEDULE

WVISION IIS WI AC—I1
ITSIX-TV
chaariel 4
Channel i_
Chaim! II
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

6
7
GP

9
10
11
12

al oberts
By EDWARD V. McCAR THY

Carl -Tipton Show(0

House of Worship (c)

Heaven's Jubilee (C)

America Sings (c) elevator in a certain network

NEW

YORK

(UPI)— The

1

:00
30 Nmeawsm.
Sgota sN
eu
eoon
s,
.. LI
.
elorp
SaortsNawi, Wthr•I Sports
JO GE Monogram ame
Get Smart
•Beond
D,
ea I
00 Senora Special
The Good Guys
Ti-heerser"kady
or Ins.
Mr Deeds Gael To
hams-ofSO
the Gam.
Here Corn* Ow Brides
:SI Name of the Gem* movie:
"Donation Mad
Here Come the Strides
:N Nashville Mink
Sall"
Duran.* Presents
:30 Del Reaves
Movie
The Lennon Sisters
AM
nthr . Sets his... Weir ; Sport5 News:
Wthr.: Sport
:311 Touchdown Tonieht Perry
Mason
Movie:
:N The Tonight Show Perry
"The
Makin
Fenton
CanabL
:311 The Tonight Show Perry
Story"
The Untouchables Perry
Hollywood at Night
:31 The UntouL'hables Moyle: mason
Hollywood et Night
1111
"Uri Rod PonyHollywood at Night
Moyle

maim

ais

frIUDAY - DECEMBER 19, 1969
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Twentieth Century-Fox bought Steve McQueen'a company,
two of the country's beet-selling Solar Productions, purchased
novels, "Portnoy Complaint "Yucatan," an action adventure
and "The Salzburg Connection." drama to star - Steve McOueen

Get the feel of
a Honeywell Pentax-and you'll never let go.

Cathedral of Tomorrow (c) headquarters building was pretty well crowded one day
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
Bullwinkle
recently when a bearded man
6 :00 r.Lrrri Cowes,
Discovery '69 (c) carrying a folded up collapsible
Science In Action
Sunrise Semester
Face the Nation c)
World of Tomorrow (c) bicycle forced his way aboard,
:00 Heckle and Jeckle The Jetsam
Cower Cartoons
7
Show
Father Ryan Choir (C)
30
Bugs
Bunny
Samson
Stories of Success (c) jamming
everyone a little
o 00 Here's the GrunW Said Runner
Cattanoorm cats
tighter together.
o
30 The Pink Panther Dastardly L Muffler
Catlanoosa Cats
Sunday Afternoon
A bitter $15,000 a year vice
Cs
OOH R Putnstuf
Pentelope Pitstos,
Hot Wheels
•
30 Banana SP Of
Scootty Doc. Where
Ti,. Hardy Boys
president type pushed against
00 Adventu,e rote
The Wrehle Comedy
12:00 Meet the Press (c)
Sky Hawks
30
Roy Sidnne
wiltit
Underdog
the wall at the rear of the car
Hour
Ad, of GullIver
11112*_119
Well in
NFL F
Children's Hour
muttered loud enough for all to
Fantastic Vol,age
11 3CC0 This
Fro-F Naomi
Chiirtraws_Hour
1:00
American
Bandstand
Washington vs Dallas (c)
Roller Derby (0 hear: "Look at that bearded
SATURDAY AFTER NOON PROGRAMS
-riiialdr._111aunsterS
.00
eto rk
ALliataelL
sSpecial )
nut"
Roberts
Jr Pro Bowl
3:00 AFL Division Playoff (c)
12 0030 Mr
Baltimore vs, Los Angeles (c)
America, Bandstand
AFL Football
The "nut" lust grined and
Jr Pro
Wells Fargo
oa Ds;cv, Piayoff Son BowlBowl
H1:6 School Quiz (c) made no reply.
s
Movie
30 Football
Football
4:00
"The CassacKs
He was on his way to
MovieCirThe Black Rose(c)
Football
Football
2 00
Movie
00 FogMall
Football
recording his 45,000th commerMovie
Footbati
Sunday Evening
All Stars 'Os restIing
cial for radio and television. He
3 0030 Football
Songs o' Xmas
Football
All Stars Wrestling
00 Hugh X Lewis
winds up each year with a
Turn
On
Wide World of Soorts
4
.30 Kitty Wells
6:00 Dateline Today (c)
Turn
On
Lassie (c)
Wide World of Soorts
Land of the Giants(c) salary in six figures- and that's
c
- Or Wilburn Brothers All Amer. -Cot. Show
6:30 Wonderful World of Disney (c)
Wide World of
• :30 Porter Wagoner
Row the Grinch Stole Xmas
without any decimal points.
The soe Nemeth Show Jimmy Wakely Sports
7:00
Ed Sallyan Show (C)
The FBI(c)
One certainly would recognize
SATURD
AY
EVENIN
G
PROGRAMS
7:30 BUl Cosby Show cel
Rowan
and
Martin, Steve
de AO ester Flan Show News; Wthr Ss
8:00 Bonanza c
01 .30 Andy Williams
Christmas Seeds!
Cleo Campbell (c)
Movie "Duel of Titans" McQueen, James Garner, JimJackie Gleason
Dating Game
*e
:30 Show
9:00 The Boll es Cc
Jacek' Gleason Show
Mission Impossible (c)
my Stewart or anyone of
Newlywed Game
:IX Adam-12
My Three Sons
I 11,11 News, Weather, sports
Lawrence Well
(C)
News, Weather, Sports (C)
O
News, Weather, Sports(c) hundreds of other stars of
:00 Moyle:
Green Acres
Lawrence Well
O
:30 "Pocketful of
I.'.
PitTlic0.11
Junction
Hollywood Palm*
Movie:(TB1
04 television and movies, but you'd
Miracles"
Your sense of touch can speak
Death Vatter Days
10:30 Tonight Show cc)
conditions. And its magnificent
Hollywood Palace
9 :00
Mery Griffin Show (c)
:311 Movie
pass Allen Swift on the street
News; Wthr.; Sports Bill Anoerson
volumes about the quality built
It:00
optics assure you of pictures
00
Movie
Sign Off (c)
Mannix
without a glance because- these
Buck Owens
10 30 Movie, News
Into
a
Honeywell Pentax SpotMeanie
with faithful cOilors and breathMovie:
days- a man with a beard and
.00 Movie:
matic camera.
Perry Mason
taking sharpness.
"The Silent Gun"
11 :30
"The Americana" Peery Mason '
Monday Morning
a folding bike isn't really all
Movie
Take hold of a Spotmatic
And remember: The Spot:00 Movie
Movie;
that unique in New York City.
12 :30
and get into shooting position.
Moyle
matic is - the heart of a photo
"The Road to
Movie
5:45
Country Journal (c)
Feel how remarkably well bal:00
His Voice Is Known
Denver"
system that includes 27 TakuABC Weekend News
30
Movie
6:00 Morning Show (c)
anced it is. Examine the precise.
Morning News (c)
While Swift may not have the
mar lenses, plus accessories for
sensibly located controls, the
6:30
Jake Tress Gospel Show (c)
McHale's Navy (c) pleasure- and problems- of inportraiture, slide duplicating
satin-smooth chrome, and the
6:55
Morning Watch (c)
and even macrophotography.
stant recognition from the
richly grained leather.
7:00 Today Show, Weather (c)
So come in soon and let us
B T.• ( public, his voice is known to
Duality? You can fee/it. And
show you the fine Honeywell
8:00
Cstain Kangaroo (c)
anyone who has ever listened to
this
is
one
reason
why
corn
the
Pentax Spotmatic. Depending
8:30
"'I e Douglas Show (c)
radio, watched television, or
pact Pentax is the world's beston accessories.you can own this
9:00 It Talus Two c
Luc Show(c gone to the movies.
selling fine camera.
superb camera for as little as
9:30 Concentration
Its precise through-the-lens
He Said The 40ish Swift, married and
10:00 Sale of The
metering
Andy of Mayberry (c)
system
will
The Barbara Moore Show c father of three, is only a casual
give you
10:30 Hol1
properly exposed pictures under
lave oi LEN ic)
dresser and soft-spoken in
FRIDAY through SUNDAY
oven
the most difficult lighting
11:00 Jeopar
Were Heart Is, News (c)
Bewitched (1 person.
Reg. $1.95
11:30 Name
Search For Tomorrow (c)
That Girl (c
But, he has a rare gilt of
being an expert mimic and, as
with F-1.4 Super Takumar
Monday Afternoon
Special!'1.85
such, can command salaries %Fish Dinner
which at the end of the year
50mm Lens
12:00 Noon Show c
News c
earn House Cc add up to as much as or more
Short Order - Reg. $1.75
•
12:05
Id
onven
most of the world
than
with F-1.1 55mm Super
WWI
renowned stars of stage and
Fish Dinner
Special!'1.65
1:00 Da s of Our Lives c
Love **0lendored Th
screen.
Takumar Lens
MEW9
1:30 Doctors c
In order that our employees may spend Christmas
For instance, it was Swift's
no ea "or • 6)1=1.111.W.Migie
with their families, we will be closed Christmas Day.
voice
heard as the late
:30 Br t romise
e o
mama!elMI6 President Dwight D. Eisenhowram
800 Letters to a :I # News
C-omer
.• • (4 er in the movie "The Longest
.
• 0 ell the ut
's Island GI
Fl er c Day.
:ca
me
tirmr,..A...1
Can Duplicate Any Voice
Beverl Hillbillies
•on-mrumj,...P.ran
Swift can duplicate the voice
of practically anyone, and is
Private Dining Room (Call for Reservations)
&30 News
News
Dick Van Dyke often called upon to dub in
6 a.m. to 10 p.m.
7 Days a Week
voices when script. changes
Hwy. 641 South - Murray, Ky.
Monday Evening
— J. C. Gallimore
come up and the original
personality who performed the
tc00 Dateline Today (c)
News, Weather. Sports
News(c) part is out of the country Or
¢:30 fio , World & Welcome To It (c) Gunsmoke (c)
The Music Scene(c) otherwise unavailable to make kii
4AWAWNEAMIXAtk$0464f4tWkWitk$441AAEthlkWitksike:14
4Etht
700 Lauch-lo (c)
the changes in person.
t15
The voice artist- a bore
The New People (c1
Here's Lucy Lc
mimic- got really rolling in his
vie "For Those WhoThink
00 Movie
lyberry
The Survivors Cc) career
in 1954 when
he
Young'
1
Doris Day Show
portrayed the voices of all the
Carol Burnett S•.• (c/
Love, American Style(c) puppets on the "Howdy Doody
.
.5;g1 News (c
News Weather %•-•
Show."
10;30 TonightIStIow Cc)
Mery Griffin Show (c)
Basketball
The fact that he handled so
g:00 The Untouchables (c)
Sign Off (c)
Joey Bishop (c) many voices led to requests to
do commercials for radio and
television.
group and Les Brown and band. Day," 90-minute original video What followed from there
ran
The two-week trip will be re- drama by Robert Crean. CBS the gamut literally
from soup
corded on film for the usual will show it Feb. 10 as the third to nuts as he handled thousand 1
s
NBC-TV special early next year. in this season's "CBS Playhouse" of commercials.
** *
series.

Look U & ive
or oclay c
rince of Peace c)

c--y

)0

IOW
"ET HOME
GAIN
The

can help you
anxiety of getuainted in new
lings and make
el at "Home
ome," again.
bring gifts and
Ormation from
;hborhood busii civic leaders.

nda Adams
'hone 753-2378

It ENJOY OUR CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
BEFORE CHRISTMAS!!
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NEW YORK (UPI) - Bob
Hope's annual Christmas season
trip to entertain U.S. servicemen overseas will embrace seven
countries this year instead of
being confined to the Far kast.
Troops in Germany, Italy and
Turkey will be visited, as well
as those in Thailand, Vietnam,
Taiwan and Guam. Entertainers
accompanying Hope will include
Connie Stevens, dancer Suzanne
Charney, the Golddig,gers singing

ABC has scheduled for next
April 7 a half-hour color special,
"The Mad, Mad, Mad Comedians." It will feature the voices
of many past and present comedians heard against a background
of zany animations of their most
routines.

He is now in his 32nd ), car a:an NBC broadcasting star.

"New Year's Eve with Guy
Lombardo" again will be available through syndication for stations across the country on the
evening 90-minute musical progarm which will originate in the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel. It starts
at II :30 p.m.

w* *

Jim Hutton will star in a
two-hour movie for NBC titled
"The D.A. Draws a Circle'.
which also will serve as the
pilot for a proposed hour-long
series.

1

1

* * *
5**

ORLANDO,
Fla. (UPI)Bob Hope has skned a new Promoters
called off the
ter, have been cast in starring long-term contract with the Na- proposed fight between Cassius
roles for "The Day Before Sun- tional Broadcasting Company. Clay and Joe Frazier.
and ‘lartin
Fla gr n
BAUM, long famous in the theaUta

1

4:Its

(-priced, these
bring you the
nsional realism
dings, exciting
Vionaural FM,
Dx tape equipoofers and two
roject thrillin
)inet to extend
width of your
)layer, all cone.

m...599°

& TV
topping Center
- FRI.

>1 MI

1111'1'INNE

1
1
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To All OutFriends and Customers
T

REETINGS
C:41low us this moment, to send our sincere and hearty thanks
wishes
to all our friends and neighbors, whom we have served with
and best
pleasure and pride throughout the year. May the best of holidays be yours.

he calm and quiet reaches every corne
r of this
snow-covered landscape to remind
us of the
beautiful peace that is ours to share at
Christmas time. And so
we greet you and yours with best
wishes for a wonderful holiday season . . . and heartfelt thanks
to our dear friends and
neighbors for your continued patronage,
loyal trust, support.
From the Staff of The

I
LtW4OMEIJA

Murray Insurance Agency
Bel Air"Shopping Center
tkhk0414EL
4AWAWAW1464

%KUM EVA(i
414tWititia
— EL-114 WA%wail
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HESS WILL ET
CHRISTMAS DINNER
By JOSEPH FLEMING
BERLIN (UPI) —

Hess will get a Christmas
turkey dinner this year but it
probably will be served with
British trimmings rather than
Americas.
The 75-year-old Nazi deputy
fuehrer is expected to get his
Christmas meal in the British
Military Hospital to which he

Rudolit

Jingle
bell time, and time to
say thanks for your friendship.
Warmest wishes for a marvelous holiday.

&

TIMES

—
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was taken from Spandau Prison
system (ABM) was defeated 49 Safeguard system lasted four
Spurred by Senate Democra- is more than enotwh" the
Nov. 24 for treatment of a
to 36.
weeks before approval, the tic Leader Mike Mansfield's Senate voted to keep American
stomach ulcer.
In contrast to last summer discussion Monday took less declaration that "One Korea is combat troops from Laos or
It is considered unlikely
when the debate over the than two hours.
more than enough, one Vietnam Thailand.
he will be sent back before
Christmas to the four-power
war crimes prison in the
Spandau district of the British
sector of Berlin, Some officials
think he might never go hack.
They consider it possible that
he will be allowed to serve out
"One Korea is more than
To all our
May the essence
the rest of his life term in the
enough, one Vietnam is more
hospital or some similar place.
faithful and
of Christmas
than enough"
Might Agree to Proposal
steadfast paonce again fill
They also speculate that the
By STEVE GERSTEL
Russians might finally agree to
trons, we wish
your heart and
the old Western Allied proposal
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Fearthe very best
home with peace
to grant an amnesty to the
ing
the
United
States
could
be
at the holiday
aged, ailing, eccentric Nazi.
and lasting
That would end the ridiculous drawn into another Vietnam
season.
serenity.
War, the Senate has voted to
,.)ap
`
situation of an entire prison
bar
combat
troops
from
Laos
e
being maintained for only one
viircx.„
inmate at a cost of $217,983 a and Thailand.
strong
and
precise
terms,
In
year,
If Hess is returned to the red the Senate adopted an amendbrick fortress-like prison for ment prohibiting use of any
funds in the $69.3 billion
Christmas, he'll get a regular
defense appropriations bill for
American GI turkey dinner.
the
introduction of ground
The Americans hold the
troops into either Southeast
rotating chairmanship of the
Asia nation.
prison every December and
The decision came after a
every Christmas since 1947,
Hess has been given American three-hour secret session during
which spectators and newsmen
turkey.
Hess looks forward to the were barred and the heavy
doors to the chamber locked
American month because it
and
always follows the Russian A guarded.
similar amendment was
month and the Russians interadopted to the defense authoripret the prison rules more
zation bill but was deleted when
strictly than the Americans,
Senate and House negotiators
British and French,
worked
out a compromise
Insists Russians Against Him
measure.
Hess insists the Russians
Similarly, the appropriations
have had it in for him since his
measure, which was adopted 85 Ion
May 10, 1941, flight to Scotland
to 4 Monday, must go to
without Adolf Hitler's knowconference with the $69.9 billion
ledge.
House-passed bill and the LaosHe says the RIISSiaLLS think he
Thaili-nd
amendment
could
urged Britain to make peace so
ce again, be dropped,
Germany could fight a one.
The $69.3 billion senate bill is
front war against Russia.
627 million smaller than the
In prison at Christmas the
House measure; $8.4 billion
Americans gave Hess turkey
der the Johnson administraAmerican
trimmings
with such
n's budget; $5.9 billion under
as cranberry sauce, celery,
sweet potatoes and pumpkin President Nixon's revised budget; and $5 billion less than last
pie.
In the hospital he will get ear's funding.
turkey
with
such
British During a marathon session
trimmings as brussel sprouts, at lasted deep into the
cauliflower with white sauce, evening, the Senate barely
inkered with the bill as
and Christmas pudding.
roved by its appropriations
Hess has been put on a diet
ommittee.
because of his ulcer but it was
A feeble attempt to kill $779.4
expected he would be able by
Christmas to sit down and eat million for the controversial
most foods on a regular dinner. aleguard antiballistics missile

Senate Bans
Future Troop
Commitments
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CHRISTMAS
416 Main Street
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AT THIS SEASON

We are reminded of the many things
for which we should be thankful...

EyERYTHING IN STORE

ON SALE
*Coats
*Dresses
*Sportswear
*Lingerie
*Boys &
Girls Wear

The merriest of holidays to you
and thanks for your loyal patronage.

111111••

To give thanks for the prosperity we enjoyed in the past
year, we, who share in the blessings of a good life, should
lift our voices in prayerful thanks for the abundance of
our festive board, spiritual freedom, and boundless opportunities.
We wish to thank Almighty God for His help in making
our business the success it has been over the past year,
and we pledge to serve the best intersts of our patrons
with food that will be in keeping with the loyalty shown
by each of them in bringing their business our way.
It is our desire to serve the public, not only with good food,
but also with dignity and respect for the fine community
of which we are a part.
Now, when we pause to take stock of our joys, let us
pledge to reaffirm our faith in all mankind and to be determined to preserve and cherish the freedom and heritage
that we in this community enjoy.
Peace on Earth, good will to all people.

PALACE DRIVE IN
The Lindy Carrs

THIS SPECIAL SALE
GOING ON UNTIL

1111100101MMENtliltiliMINNIMINOIMIUMEOMINOWNOVIMIIION

CHRISTMAS
EVE
REMEMBER! Everything
in The Store on Sale
OPEN Ti18 each EVENING
• FOR YOUR SOPPING
CONVENIENCE

neso

Here's to a Christmas
Holiday abloom
with the very best.
Thank you, all.

TWO 'CAN EAT AS CHEAPLY AS ONE
... If It Is At The PALACE!!
This Monday, December 22, and Tuesday, December 23, we will serve out
famous "Big Hamburger Steak," that regularly sells for s1.40, at half-price:
"two for 51.40." This is our way of saying Thanks and Merry Christmas to
you.

Palace Drive In —
Five Points

•

OPEN 24 PIOUS

CA
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Bonus Cut
Hits Wall
Street Firms
NEW YORK (UPI).- If humbug replaces Merry Christmas
as
the
standard
Yuletide
greeting on Wall Street this
year, the Christmas bonus
envelope is the reason.
A UPI survey of Wall Street
brokerage houses shows that
most have cut bonuses in
degrees ranging from moderately to drastically. A few have

eliminated the bonus entirely. be unable to pay any nonus this
Some are merely making a year.
token payment.
The reason is the much
discussed and lamented profit
"It will be an extremely rare, pinch which has hit virtually
retail-oriented firm which will every brokerage firm this year.
pay as much this year as last The average daily volume so
year," said Adrian Beaky of tar this year has been a shade
Association of Stock Exchange over 11 million shares, comFirms. But he noted that pared to more than 13 million
Institutional brokerages (those the year before. The New York
whose business is chiefly from Stock Exchange estimates the
mutual funds, pension funds, industry's break even point at
Insurance companies and Just over 10 million shares. But
industry
wasn't
even
banks,) "may not be too far the
different than last year." He making that much until fairly
estimated that about four of Late in the year when a fall
five retail firms will be paying buying surge helped boost the
average over the 10 million
less in bonuses.
mark.
Other industry sources said
The nation's largest brokeras many as one quarter of the
retail firms on Wall Street will age firm —Merrill, Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith,Inc. —
has cut bonuses about one
third. Bonuses last year ranged
from 10 to 22 weeks pay. This
year the range is from 7 to 15
weeks, according to a spokesman.
Goodbody & Co., one of the
street's biggest, will not pay a
bonus at all this year, it is
reported. This will mark the
first time in 25 years the firm
has not paid out some kind of a
Christmas bonus.
Among other large firms
which will pay little or nothing
in Christmas bonuses, accord,.
ing to sources, are Walston,
is one of the happiest
Francis I, Dupont and Bache —
traditions of this
Co.
season.'We extend
our greetings to
Vampire bats inhabit even
all of you ...
Central and South America!'
along with a
country and the island of Triniheartfelt
dad, says the National Geothanks.
graphic.

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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Vanishing wolf
APPROVES PURCHASE
given final approval to finanSTOCKHOLM (UPI) -The
cier Howard Hughes' bid to
WASHINGTON (UPI).- The purchase Air West, the airline
wolf is threatened with extinction in northern Scandinavia, Civil Aeronautics Board has formed earlier this year out of
according to a NorwegianFinnish - Swedish committee
appointed by the Natural Preservation Board in Oslo, Norway,
to survey the situation.
The committee reported there
were only two or three packs of
wolves, totaling between 10 and
20 animals each, in Swedish
mountain and other areas bordering on Norway and Finland.

JOE

Roald Amundsen, a ivonvethe merger of Bonanza, Pacific
Coast airlines. gian. first reached the South
West
and
President Nixon must sigh 41) Pole Dec. 14, 1911, with four
decision.
I other men

INIUMNSUOIUMAIMIUMMINIU1010101UNMOMMIUMIU

* * *

The first winner of the Medal
of Honor in the Vietnam war
was Capt. Roger H.C. Donlon,
U.S. Army, from Saugerties,
N.Y

- from -

*ERRY
okitISTAms
+4James Parker
John Parker
Joe Parker
Mac Tucker
Judy Hughes
Amanda Crittendon
Janice Graham
Jerry Graham
Fred Herndon
Wells Overbey
Tilghman Barrow
J. D. Robinson

James F. Scott
Bennie Jackson
J. D. Morris
Alton Collins
Danny Outland
Bobby Edmonson
Michael Barnett
David Parker
Pat Watkins
Wm. Glenn Barnett
David Alexander
John Herndon
Rayford Henry
R. L. Dowdy
Cecil Smith
Rex Parker
Harold Garner
Leroy Frazier
William Morris
Rudy Barnett
G. L. Cody
Glenn Card
Walter Hutchens
Carlos Jones
Ralph Scott

Coming yourthe nicest
_ cristmas ever.
And may we
express fondest
appreciation.

Alexander's
Help-Yourself
Grocery
MEET PLAYBOY Magazine's
December "Playmate of the
Month," Gloria Root, 21, who
drew a sentence of 18 months
in Athens on a charge of
drug smuggling.

Madge Alexander

Steve Keel
Burgess Marine
Jimmy Emerson

PARKER FORD
Inc.

Your FORD Dealer
•

4

is on his way
with a sleighful of
jolly wishes for you,
plus a hearty, warm
"Thank you" from
grateful
us, too.

Nesbitt Fabric
Hazel Highway

atter

iE

lerve oui
alf-price:
stmas to

& TIMES •••••

We hope lots of good cheer will be
coming your way during the holiday season
. . . and may we say "thank you for your patronage
Out Reit Wishei to 411 od
We're wishing the best for all of our
friends this Christmas. Hope lots
of fun and happiness come wheeling
your way. We appreciate your trust.

CAIN & TREAS MOTOR SALES
H E. (4aekle) Tress

_Grimm

Jack Cain

HUGHES
IF,[ectrica

Contracting

Wayne E. Hughes
Ronnie Ivy
Billy Wilson
Donnie Richmond
Jerry Atkins—
Martha Hutchens
'
Mary Bly Cella

awe-,

•
4
4#11
00004000
-se00.14.91111,1•!...911.."4.
Iss..14,.-.4..440e4es.
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Omicron Delta
Kappa Formed
At Murray S.
Nine students and four faculty members have been named
charter members of a circle of
Omicron Delta Kappa, a national leadership honor society for
Murray State University.
rounded at Washington and
Lee University in Virginia in
1914, Omicron Delta Kappa
"circles," on
115 college and university campuses across the country, two of
which are located at Centre Col-

men„ at

has

chapters, called

the two other Murray State
lege and the University of Lou- ter,
faculty members in the charLavine in Kentucky.
are: Robert L Hen
The new Murray ODK circle ter circle
professor of agri.
associate
don,
to
approved
Is the only one
Robert Higg
W.
and
culture,
date by the national organisaassistant professor of his
tion at a state college or uni- Ins,
tory.
versity in Kentucky.
In addition to Mayberry and
The primary purpose of the
the students named are
Flynn,
society is to recognize men who
Austin Byers, J. D. Rayburn I)
have attained a high standard
and Max Russell, Murray; Wil
of efficiency in collegiate activliam L. Call, Hickman; E. L
to
others
ities and to inspire
Dover, Tenn.; George
strive for conspicuous attain Laneaeser, Metropolis, M., and
Rice,
meets along similar lines, ac- A.
Scocona, Jamesburg, N. J
cording to James M. Kline, a Matt
hospitalized in Pa.
Although
Murray
at
professor of physics
injuries received
with
ducah
State and faculty advisor for the
last June in an automobile ac.
new circle.
was a member of
Officers of the new circle are: cident, Rice
petitioned the
which
group
the
Murray,
Charles T. Mayberry,
for a
organization
national
president; Bill H. Flynn, PaCircle.
ducah, treasurer, and John C. Murray
The circle chatter will be preWinter, associate professor of
and the officers install.
sented
secretary.
music, faculty
later date, Kline said
a
at
ed
In addition to Kline and Win-

'
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Everything For Christmas

PLANILAND

GARDEN CENTER
DRAFFINVILLE
HWY. 641 & 68

ARTIFICIAL TREES
FLOCKED TREES

527-9904

PERFECTLY SHAPED
g
V
V
V
V
V
V

CHRISTMAS TRIM
AND GIFTS
SHOP 111 9
EVERY NIGHT

A
A
A

g

CUT and BALLED
WHITE or SCOTCH PINE

Shop

I, .,

CHOICE

Income Tax
Information
For Farmers

Official star

Sell
the year

when

a
II

doh

fix

Quasar

PLANTLAND

"The Garden Spot Of The
Lakeland Area"

them ab

and still

Office.

TREES

;
g
g
V
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added Aug. 21, 1959, the day
Mitisourra role as the
bolizing
a
Tallest
memorial
claim
dren
Hawaii was officially proclaimed
Gateway to the West.
dept.
a state.
ST. LOUIS(UPI)-The tallest
One word of caution, do not
The federal government owns
l bw unneeded supplies or mach- memorial in the nation is the
(UPI)-The more than 1 million acres of
HONOLULU
inery just to get a deduction. 630-foot arch in Si Louis sym- 50th Star of the U.S. flag was property in Louisiana.
This is not good management.
If your net income is relatively low, some of the following
may be appropriate steps. Re.
member in the long run the least
tax will be paid by making sure
were is enough income to cover
By Joe E. Fuqua
all exemptions and personal dein
Specialist
Area Extension
ductions.
Farm Business Analysis
I 1. Hold off paying bills until
after the first of the year if
you can.
baize the first of
This Is the season of the year 2.
if it's a good sale.
farmers should begin thinking about income tax Ming and 3. Wait until next year to
tax planning. The first step in make capital purchases.
tax planning is making an estim- 4. Take the lowest depreciae
method on capital purchases
ate of the year's Income and
expenses. Include income that this year.
trill come in and bills to be S. Capitalise (put on deprecpaid before January 1. Next, iation schedule) any expenses
work through to an estimation you can rather than taking the
of the tax to be paid. An estim- Nil deduction this year.
We hope lots of good cheer will be
ate wIll be rather easily made 6. Interest payments should
way during the holiday season
your
coming
if you have kept a good record be held to next year if possible.
you- for your patronage
-thank
say
we
may
.
and
.
.
during the year. If you do not Copies of the 19'70 Edition of
have a good record, then perhaps the Farmer's Tax Guide are
now is the time to decide on keee- aranahle at your Cooperative
ing a record book in 19'70. It Extension Service office. For
could mean several hundreddoll- those who want to improve their
ars to you, not only in tax plann- records, the Kentucky Farm Re.
ing, but also in farm management cord Book is available, and
decisions.
those who want a good record
If this has been a good year for taxes and for information
and income is relatively high, that can be used in decision
theta some of the following may making, the opportunity to beresult in some tax saving,
come a member of the Purchase
1. Purchase feed, seed,fertili- Farm Analysis Group is availser, fuel or other items that able at your Extension
can be stored on the farm.
2. Pay up all bills before January 1. It may be to your advane
tage to do this even if you have
to borrow the money.
3. Postpone sales until after
the first of the year if possibl
4. Twenty percent ad
first year depreciation can
taken on equipment and breeding
stock purchased during the year.
Also a faster method of depreciae
tion such as declining balance or
sum of the year's digits may be
helpful. Machinery that will be
needed in 1970 can be purchased
now.
5. Be sure to take the sevee
percent investment credit on
eligible machinery, equipm
fences, bins, silos, and concr
lots.
Tm
6. Be sure to take advantag
COLOR TV
of the 50 percent capital gains
deduction on sales of breeding
stock held more than 12 mouth.
TOUCH OF DEAN -- Five
7. Pay your children reasorn
vials similar to these, Of a
WITH THE WORKS IN A DRAWER
ble wages for work actually dou "highly dangerous" experi23" picture, measured diagonally; 295 sq. in.
by them. They can make iv
mental drug that kills on
Illustrated fl mmulated damshrtatrat)on
file
to
having
$600 before
contact, were stolen from
tax return; and up to $900 be the Stanford likiversity
fore paying any tax. You am Medical Center, Stanford,
deduct the wages paid your caul- Calif. The drug. M99. can be

by MOTOROLA CAAD

FOR SALE
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Call Us For

abscrbed through the skin
and the simple act of breaking the vial" would be fatal.

FREE HOME DEMONSTRATION
Factory Authorized Service
Good Stock of Used TVs and Rotors
Serving Murray, Hazel and Puryear

BLACK11P PAVING
Me 4.1s t. Small or Large
te be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:

HAZEL Pi.

A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 7534502
'between 800 a. in. and
SAO e. In.

WAYLAND PERRY - OWNER

PHONE 4924671

•
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
TO ALL OF OUR FRIENDS WHO HAVE HELPED TO MAKE
THIS A SUCCESSFUL YEAR
We hope that we will only be able to serve you better in 1970
For any of your building needs, no matter how large or
small, come by and see us at 101 East Main, or call 753-9418
or 489-3811 after 5:00.
from Carl R. Howard
H. B. Riley
Bobby Tucker
Bobby Marshall
Jimmy Cochran
John Finley
Mary Bly Cella

_As the sights and sounds of the holiday season
a happy and
are upon us once again, may we wish all of you
peaceful Christmas. Thank you for your very loyal friendship.

LASSITER & McKINNEY DATSUN, INC.
LASSITER & McKINNEY GLASS ta.
LASSITER I McKINNEY GULF SERVItE

Carl R. Howard

ml

CONSTRUCTION COMPANY
—
411neas,
.

i

7
.
L
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__Murray, Kerolty.

Phone 753-1418
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(FORMERLY MORGAN'S)
OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL KENTUCKY LAKE

SPECIAL!!
Friday, Saturday & Sunday
December 1 9-2 1

Ph

BROASTED CHICKEN DINNER
Includes

$1.75
FOR $125
11.12.
. /
1
2 Chicken, Broasted Potatoes, Cole Slaw,
Rolls, Butter, Honey
ALSO SERVING . . .

• FRESH KY. LAKE CATFISH
• SEAFOODS & STEAKS

tr

New Concord, Kentucky
Louie Williams, owner
Phone 436-54%
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Christmas clubs were aimed at
persons of "modest means"
and those "who need the
opportunity for enforced say-

Investigation Of Christmas
Clubs Is Being Considered

CYPRESS SPRINGS
a— RESTA

r-

&
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• s,

Rosenthal,
however, said
children, the elderly and those
just above the poverty linethose who lease understood
about the availability of interest payments from regular
accounts- could least afforc
missing the interest.

BEST SELLERS
(UPI)
[HE GODFATHER - Mario Puzo
THE HOUSE ON THE STRAND Daphne du Maurier
THE LOVE MACHINE — Jacqueline
Swann
THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN -Michael Crichton
THE PRETENDERS — Gwen Davis
THE SEVEN MINUTES — Irving
Wallace
NAKED CAME THE STRANGER —
Penelope Agile
THE PROMISE — Chaim Potok
IN THIS HOUSE OF BR EDE —
Rumer Godden
PORTNOY'S COMPLAINT —
Philip Roth

whether banks are complying
with the truth-in-lending law,
specifically whether they clearWASHINGTON (UPI) - The ly point out that unlike other
chairman of a congressional savings accounts, Christmas
consumers subcommittee ac- and the relatively new vacation
cused banks Wednesday of mak- clubs pay no interest.
$4 Billion Tied Up
ing millions of dollars from poor
Rosenthal met last week with
Rosenthal estimated that as
people and others who use
government
officials from agenof
June
30,
about
$4
billion
was
Christmas clubs to save money
tied up in clubs accounts that cies who are responsible for
for presents.
Not only do the banks pay no interest (between 10 and regulating financial institutions,
1
2 per cent reportedly do). Rosenthal said the representa,
generally not pay interests, said 12/
Nonfiction
Rep. Beojamin S. Rosenthal, D. Deducting something to cover live from the Federal ReservE
Board
acknowledged the possl. THE PETER PRINCIPAL
N.Y., sometimes they penalize administrative costs, Rosenthal
—
Laurence I. Peter and
the customer for missing a figured the members were bility that legally banks should
be
spelling
Raymond
out
Hull
clearly
missing
that
out on about $144
they
payment - even though the
‘iy LIFE WITH JACQUELINE
banks have had free use of the million a year in interest at dc. not pay interest on club
KENNEDY — Mary Barelli
current rates of between 4/
1
2 accounts and said his agency,
rest of his payments.
Gallagher
responsible
for
per
enforcing
cent
and
THE
4
SELLING OF THE PRESIDENT
per cent.
the
Rosenthal said his House
1%8- Joe McGinniss
Financial institutions, mean- truth-in-lending law, would stuSubcoRmittee was considering
PRESENT
AT THE CREATION dy
the question.
an investigation to determine while, may loan the money and
Dean Acheson
receive anywhere from 8 per
cent to 10 per cent for it.
"It's the biggest windfall I
have ever seen," Rosenthal
said in an interview.
Some clubs if a payment is
missed penalize depositors by
deducting a small fee when the
money is returned.
Writes Letter
Douglas R. Smith, chairman
of the National Savings and
Trust Co., in Washington, said
In
a letter to Rosenthal
By f5ANIEL RAPOPORT

•

(Compiled by Pabilitiboro* Wookly)

K.>

Thanks for your most
generous good will.
To you and yours we
wish a Merry Christmas.

MURRAY SUPPLY
WHOLESALE ELECTRIC

.-.3.70-4-. 2043A`Ck4*,gb;ow?-6

merry
Ar/
s
tm
as
T

o friends old and new we send
our warmest wishes for a Merry
Christmas,filled with the joys
of giving and
receiving. Our
thanks to you.

1
s's
•••••••*•••44,

Zo our brar frirtido,
nrighbors anD legal patrons.
air wish all Or spirit anti the togs
of a good old-fashintird (Christmas nub extrnb
our4irartfelt thanks nub apprrriation for gour frirtthship.

Town and Country
Larue Spann

Ila Mae Huie

AtrAvAit,asAvivl

-•

GOODWILL
TOWARD MEN
May the spirit
of peace which
is the essence
of this season
instill in all
a feeling rich
in goodwill . . .
Thank you all.

TV
Service
Center

0 Christmas tree,
0 Christmas tree,
With happiness we greet you.
When decked with candles once a year

Tommy Carroll
Ed Carroll
Franklin Carroll
James Harmon
Linda Ford

Jesse McKinney
Kenneth Cope
Bill Fields
John Stewart
Joe Outland

Gene Jones
Jimmy Wynn
Gary Ford
Glen Cope
Bill Farrell

Abbie 'N Slats

by R. Van Buren
GENERAL THESE TAC MEN
WOULD RATHER DIE THAN
BETRAY, THEIR COUNTRY.
THREATS TO THEiR FAMILIES
waN'T EVEN BUDGE THEM!

JOIN HAVE
FORCESA 9-1ORT
WITH u54,WEL,
TIME
YOUR

SO NAcou.p RATNER DIE TH
A4

YOU
BEFORE INSTANT
DESTRUCTION. IF YOU
C HANGE
MINDS,
KNOCK THREE TIMES
ON THE DOOR!

PLAY IT UP TO THE VERY
END, COMMA NDER
60770 MAKE
SURE!

You fill our hearts with Yuletide cheer,
0 Christmas tree, 0 Christmas tree,
With happiness we greet you. •
r
I. u s 0.• 0•• _ •ii
• bbb b, U•0•4 1•••••
:
. S••••••••

Lil' Abner

A MERRY CHRISTMAS TO EVERYONE
THE BOARD, MANAGEMENT AND EMPLOYEES

114

SHA bkilt411

by Al Capp
MOTHER GROPPY.'.•—
THAT'LL KEEP
`/CY BIN EXPOSED TO
ME OUTA
TH'"YANKEE CHILL!"
SADIE
QUARANTINED
HAW KINS
P0'21 DAYS!!
DAV RACE.!!

6/GH.F-- WE'LL NEVAH
KETCH THEM— WIF:
MAMMY AN'DAISY
MAE IN TA'

RACE.'.'--

-00, is

41
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VISU Art Instructor
Has Two Prints On
Exhibit In Museum

THE LEDGER & TIME
''Three Plus One" — were acS — MUSEAY,
KENTUCKY
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that
pun
ishment should be em- of Operation
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ed the importance of first-of future correctional
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successes in
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the majority
Museum degree
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at the University of Sou
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for which they can dial
"turning the corner" in penol Education, De586,400 square miles, has the
ing Prison Industries operated partment
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of Economic Security
:ogy — from holding prisoners in
nationwide.
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ining them for a new way of lice
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Kentucky Is
Making Gains
In Penolov

GREETINGS to ALL

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

44eere's wishing that
your Christmas holiday
keeps rolling along
with lots of merriment
for everybody. And to
our good customers go our thanks
.

Cain & Taylor

ee'
43 Nuisance
45 Secret agent
47-Mark of
distinction
50 Babylonian
deity
52 Couple
53 MUSK as
written
56-Groan
58-Go in
60-Lusts
61 -Great tumult
63 Reverberabons
65 Protecting teeth
66-saint (abbr )
67 Before
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DOWN

SERVICE STATION

1 -Genus of maples
2 Wild buffalo of
India
3 Note of scale
Distr. by United Feature
Syndicate, Inc.
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To
The People Of Murray And
CY
alloy
way o
Countu
y ,
THANK
THANK
from
SPEED OW

GIBS(
Woulc
laft2

„les time to gather to

gether

with family and frie
nds to sing
a ,on-g-of'holiday ch
eer and to
celebrate with reverence
and joy, the many
blessings
of this glorious season.
In the glad spirit of
an old-fashioned Chri
stmas we send your wa
y warm and
hearty wishes,for every
happiness shared with
loved ones.
Thank you, sincerely,fo
r your patronage and
good will.
if

Thanks for Your Bu
siness!!
Here's Wishing You a
Merry Christmas
and a
Happy New Year
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STOREY'S FOOD GI
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Using Speed Queen Coin Laundr
y And
Speed Queen Dry Cleaning Equipmen
t
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MURRAY. KENTUCKY

By STEVE GERSTEL
WASHINGTON (UPI)-- More
POlt SALE
POI RENT
NOTICE
SERVICES OFFERED
often than not, Sen. John J.
a lone-wolf
USED OMCE equtpment inr•s I d•S S-ROOM furnished apartment, Williams stalks
PROFESSIONAL
politics all his own.
cluding desks, chairs, adding
painting. Brush, roll, mng. private. Call 753-1532, 101 S. pattern of
machines, legal sine filing cabD-19-C So his surprising action of last
References. Free *Minute& 10th.
week really should not have
inet. Phone 7538506, 753-Tfile
D4114
Phone 753-3488.
THREE-BEDROOM brick house, come as any surprise at all.
or 753-8110 after 5:00 p.
furnished. Available January
TFC
FOR YOUR home
It was a sha k, nevertheless,
additions and repairs. Free esti- 3, 1970. 1889 Ryan Ave. Call when Williams whispered in his
SPECIAL CHRISTMAS gift D-22-P weak
mates. Call 753-6123. Jan.-20-C 753-8188.
he was
that
voice
Murray Woman's Club cookto serve as a member
refusing
TWO
BEDROOM
scenic
apartment,
books and Kentucky
furnished or unfurnished. Also of the Senate team picked to
placensats. Call 438-2345 or 753MAP LOCATES Wheelus Air Base in Lybia, being shut down
-bedroom trailer, $40.00 per negotiate a compromise tax bill
4490 for information. Dee.-1114
by the U.S. Air Force under pressure from the Libyan govnth. Phone 489-3623. D-20-C with the House.
ernment. It is the largest USAF base outside the U.S., with
The Williams words, "I ask
PIANOS, GUTTARS, Banjos and
No Jobs to Small or Large
some 10,000 personnel and dependents.
NE-BEDROOM trailer. Prefer to be excused as a conferee,"
others. Christmas special, used
to be Appreciated
iddle aged couple, or one per- are rarely, rarely heard at all,
Baldwin, also 5 foot Baby
Free Estimates
ion. Phone 436-2194.
D-20-C and according to long-time
Grant Reed's Music, Hwy 58,
Contact:
Phone 3V-8968, Benton, It.T.
observers of senatorial habits10' x 42' TWO-BEDROOM house never by the ranking member
Jan.-5-C
//
trailer. Electric heat, air-con- of the committee.
ditioning $85.00 per month.
BEAUTIFUL coruroy afghan,
But the Delaware senator,
Phone 753-7858.D-26-C senior
$15.00 and $20 00. Phone 753the
on
Republican
Setween S:00 a. na and
D-18-C
3616.
Finance Committee, was frank
SAO o.
in his reasoning. He said: "I
HONDA 450, 4,000 miles, $795 cannot in good conscience serve
00. Phone 753-8432 after 5:00
as a conferee and pretend to
SAWS FILED, electric heaters
p. in. or me at 1605 Catalina
support the position of the
and all small appliances repairD-19-C
Drive.
Senate on something which I
ed. 312 R So. 12th St., 7534007.
f
rZ.
GET YOUR Christmas Hickory
think is so radically wrong and
MURRAY, Ky., Tuesday, Desmoked country hams at Gibirresponsible."
PROMPT and guaranteed wesh- (verifier 16, 1969 - Murray Liveson's Locker Plant, 107 North
Conflict Confronts Senators
\ 114
er, dryer, range, dishwasher stock.
3rd Street. Phone 753-1601.
The conflict between a
16;
CALVES:
Paul's
service.
CATTLE
106;
refrigerator
and
a
on
J.-19-C Cattle a eigheo on arrival. Com- senator's personal position
Phone 753-9865.
the
46.
MALE Lewelyn Setter Bird Dog,
1\\N4
0
pared to lac week all offer- bill or an amendment, and
ek
Ok
BUILT UP ROOFS; put on or ings steady.
verdict of the Senate as a body,
two years old. Registered, four
e.
at
s
k
'OeS
R.
Carl
sena753-9418.
patched. eau
generation pedigree. Ready to
SLAUGHTER COWS: Utility very frequently confronts
.,„.Construction Co.
conference
to
Howard
assigned
tors
hunt. Max B. Hurt, Kirksey,
dressing
k.c)
high
few
$18.0040.00,
/ ,w:
D-22-C
teams.
o
\N
Phone 489-2405.
D-19-C
individual $22.00, Cutter $18.50In theory, a senator goes to
18.00, Canner $15.00-18.00.
SLAUGHTER BULLS: Utility conference duty-bound to
SAW, 10", Rockwell radial arm
REAL IISTATII POR SALE
to Good. over 1100 lb. $23.00- uphold the vote of the Senate on
1956 Chevrolet pick-up. 1968
REDUCED for quick sale. Own- 24.25, Cutler and lighter we- each and every issue. In order,
mobile home, 12' x 50'. Murray
er leaving Murray, January 1st. ights 800-1100 lb. 321.00-23.00. however, to achieve a comMobile Homes. 753-3640 or 753SLAUGHTER CALVES AND promise bill, both Senate and
D-19-C
Two-bedroom home with extra
5835.
large living and dining room. VEALERS: Choice 300-500 lb. House negotietors have to give
GIVE A Living Toy. ARC reNewly redecorated. Shag car- $26.00-29.00, mixed Good and ground here and there.
gistered Poodles. Phone 753It f011ows that a senator, or a
peting throughout, beautiful Choice $23.00-26.00, Choice 170D-19-C
6690 after 4:30 p. in.
• draperies and wall paper, elec- E20 lbs $36.00-39.00, few Stand- House member, would have less
tric heat and aonditioning. ard to low Good $26.00-30.00. difficulty in tacking off a
BLACK MINLATURE female
ADDING MACHINES
New Frigidaire appliances, in- FEEDERS: STEERS: Choice position that he didn't like in
bed.
Chihuahua. One baby
550-750
lb.
$29.00-32.00, mixed the first place. And none too
cludes range with self-cleaning
D-19-C
Phone 753-6983.
oven, refrigerator with vertical Goad and Choice $25.00-28.00, few
to conference in
go
freezer and automatic ice utak- few Standard $20.00-23.00, Cho- anticipation and hope of knockESTABLISHED PIZZA Shop.
COME BY AND SEE OUR SNOW TIRES
er, also dishwasher and garbage ke 300-550 lb. $29.00-33.00, few ing out a provision peculiarly
Good location, nice business.
fully electric adding machine only
disposal. This is an interior Standard to low Good $22.00- offensive to them. •
BEFORE WINTER WEATHER
Selling due to other interests
2500.
HEIFERS: Choice 550decorators home and must Se
Apply P. 0. Box 312, EvansSo, Williams' lament that he
seen to be appreciated. 920 N. 750 lb. $36.00-28.00, few Stan- could not "pretend to support
D-23-C
ville, Indiana.
18th St. Phone 753-1474 or 753- dard to Good 519.00-22.00, Cho- the Senate," would not have
YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE .. It will pay you to
GOOD USED 21" black and
4775 after 5:00 p. m. for ap- ice 300-550 lb. $26.50-29.00, mixprompted most other senators
white Zenith TV in nice early
check on the price of these fires!
Jan -22-C ed Good and Choice 324.00-26.pointment.
avoid the conference- as
to
Phone
50,
few Standard to low Good
American cabinet, $65.00.
Sen. Wallace F. Bennett, R..
200 ACRE FARM with plenty 122 00.2400
753-8881 after 4:00 p. in.
Utah, promptly proved,
of running water, timber, imD-W-P
Bennett Replaces Wifib.ms
provements, good gravel road
near old Hico, Faxon school disBennett, second-ranking ReMILLIONS of rugs have been
*5*
trict, near Palestine church, not
publican on the Finance Comcies:nod with Blue Lustre. It's
$ far from Kentucky Lake. ApThere were 42,951 locomo- mittee, replaced Williams as
America's finest. Rant electric
proximately $1000.00 farm pay- tRes in use in the American rail- the leading GOP member on
shampooer $1. Rig K. D-20-C
ment each year. Limed and pas- why system in 1950, and only the Senate's negotiating team.
EXTRA NICE 1958 Pacemaker
tured for years. Need to sell /0,124 in 1966.
He made it clear he shared
mobile home, 8' x 36', air-conat once as I am unable to care
Phone 753.5242
Corner of Sixth & Main
Williams' view of the bill and
ditioned, all electric. Price,
for it. Mrs. Cyrene Williams
was going into the conference
31,00000. Phone 753-8496.
'
Hall, phone 753-1420, Murray,
to fight it.
D-21 NC
Ky.
D-19-C
Bennett said he voted against
CARPORT SALE: Friday and
the bill "in order to protect the
DUPLEX, new, brick, threw
Saturday, 8:00 to 4:00 p. m
position I must take in the
bedroom. In city school district.
Insulators, and table legs, iron
Senate-House conference where
Extra large master bedroom
tee kettles, many old bottles,
I will try to bring some Enjoy the speed and accuracy of a
NOTICE
with carpet throughout. No city
AUTOS PO* SALE
old school desks, old hand tools,
semblance of fiscal responsibili- TALLYMASTER adding machine to help
tax. 753-63)2 after 3 p. m.
jugs, glass top fruit jars, quarts BELTONE factory fresh hear- 1969 EL CAMINO pick-up, powwhisk through tax -time figuring chores.
ty to this bill."
II-D-20-C
TALLYMASTER can breeze through the
and half pinta, lanterns, cherry ing aid batteries for all make er steering, power brakes, vinyl
Bennett announced he would
job with capacity to spare. Totals 1C less
table, pie safe, wash stand, hstrinS aids, Wallis Drugs.
roof, tarp, perfect condition WOK! Carpeted 8-room duseek to restore the bill to th
than $1000000 00 prints -a permanent
ITC Call 438-5862.
milkcan, old locks, Moccasins
D-19-NC plex, completely furnished
committee version in prefer- and easy-to -read tape. You can trust
$8,500 if sold in 10 days. Fi
made by Cherokee Indians, sires
TALLYMASTER because it is made by
the "meat ax
to
ence
1968 CHEVROLET station wa- nancing. 413 N. 5th. Phone 753for adults and children. Nice
Victor, America's largest manufacturer of
Senate."
the
by
taken
approach
gon, V-8, automatic transmis 8434.
adding machines TALLYMASTERS add,
d-20-e
Christmas presents. East of Midmultiply, and subtract Retractable carrysion, power steering, power
way, first house past railroad.
ing handle Stores upright on desk in 5'
brakes and air conditioning. Lo
11CARD OF THANKS
x V' space Internal working parts made
cal one owner. Turquoise finish
of case hardened cadium plated steel. hand operated adding machine only
NEW
YORK
our
to
(UPOexpress
wish
We
The
$1995.00. Parker Ford, 7th and
Attractive avocado. All TALLYMASTERS
stock
market has by now
thanks and appreciation to all
GIBSON FLAT TOP Guitar.
Main, Murray, Ky./ 753-3273.
parts are guaranteed one year, including
the
in
way
discounted as much of a
Would make a nice Christmas
D-22-C who assisted in any
labor. Be one of the smart Americans who
time of illness and death of
D-20-C
slowdown in the economy as is
gift. Phone 753-8124.
makes income tax figuring (almost) fun,
1968 PONTIAC La
1$tans, two our beloved mother and grand- WITH BODYGUARD, Sam likely to be politically acceptabuy a TALLYMASTER.
and receive a Holiday DisDeCaval- ble and the big bear market
1955 CHEVROLET pickup truck.
automatic mother, Mattie Kelley Outland, (The Plumber
door hardtop, V
count. Also floor stripping,
$125.00; 1959 Rambler Station
transmission, POWer steering, who passed away on November eante nonchalantly waves to may be coming to an end,
Wagon, $45.00; chain saw, $45; rewaxing and buffing.
power brakes, and air condition- 30th at the age of 95 yea's.
photographers as he, :eaves Bache & Co. says, After some
See our ad in the
Fire wood any length. Phone
Your expressions of sym- file federal building in New- hesitation in the early months
ing. Stereo tape. Red with black
Yellow Pages
D-22-P
vinyl roof. One owner, low pathy, love and kindness have ark. N.J. He is free on $75,- of 1970, stock prices could begin
492-8803.
mileage $2395.00. Parker Ford, made our burden a little light- 00 bond after being indicted to anticipate a business recoveDINETTE SUITE with four
7th and Main, Murray, Ky. 753 er. Thank you for everything. ilong with 54 others in con- ry later in the year, the firm
103 N. 4th Street Ph, 753-1916
chairs. Good condition. Phone
D-22-C
The Family
5273.
tenon with interstate gam- adds.
1TC
7534839.
1TNC
bling activities.
and
1968 CHEVROLET Caprice, two
1984 MONARCH mobile home,
door hardtop, V-8 engine, au10' x 54', two bedroom, fron
tomatic transmission, power
kitchen. Real nice. Phone
Phone 753-9272
steering, power brakes and air753-5980
Lock Shop
HE PRO5ABLY THINKS I'M WITH
conditioning. Light green finT SAID
THINK I'VE LEARNED
THE ONLY ONE HE HASN'
HE SURE
roof,
vinyl
black
with
ish
THE OLYMPIC TEAM
Stands
Desk
1970 CALENDAR
ANYTHING TO 15 5NOON...
A LOT...HE HA5 A WAY OF TELLNG
and refills are now available at $2295.00. Parker Ford, 7th and
'Ca
YOU WHAT YOU'RE aoiNG WRONG
the Ledger & Times Office Sup- Main, Murray, Ky. 753-5273.
INILP WANTED
WITHOUT AKING YOU FEEL STUF1D
D-22-C
TFNC
ply store.

OelitMalitMiCAUMMVAIWN14

BLACK TOP PAVING
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502

Murray Livestock
Market Report
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make income tax figuring (almost) fun

Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polkrester Cord Runs Smooth and Coo.
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
NIVAillairNSAVAVAVAttrAVA.1

Tallymaster®
by

EXCIASIVE DISTRIBUTORS

CAIN & TAYLOR
GULF STATION

See Our Selection of Fine Used Cart
IM5A*VNinittVUM:

Have Your

CARPET CLEANED
Before Christmas

$52.00

THE LEDGER & TIMES
Office Supply Store

Murray Carpet
Floor Care

CURB HOP wanted. Night shift.
5 00 p. al. to lip. in., male or
female Apply in person to DariCastle, Chestnut Street. No
TTC
phone calls please.

ELECTROLUX
vice, Box 213, M
M. Sanders. Phone
Lynnville, Kentucky

PART TIME

TYPIST NEEDED
IISLY grad student needs girl
to type clam & research notes;
and in Jan. a final thesis draft.
Would prefer a local girl, possibly a high school graduate,
who can work with me incidentally as thesis progresses.
Payment 500 per page or ne/Otlable by the hour. Call
George Sincoe any evening afD-20-C
ter 7 p. in., 753-8733
WANTED: baby sitter in my
home. Phone 753-7258 D I8-C

-or

AVON CALLING- Don't just
%labeling*,being a Representative-Be one-Act Now-Write
or call Mrs. Evelyn L Brown/-Avon - Mgr., Shady Grove Road.
Marion, Ky. 42064. phone 9633363.
H-D- 19-C

by Charles M. Schulz

Peanuts.
En=

Ser- 1987 FAIRLANE 500 convert
y., C ible, V-8, automatic transmis178, sion, power steering. Light blue
with white top. $1095.00. Patter Ford, 7th and Main, Murray,
Ky. 753-5273.

We Are Now Selling
OLD COUNTRY HAMS
Held Back For Xmas
at $1.10 lb.
We still have that good
country Sausage
SHROAT'S MEAT
MARKET
5th Street

1967 VW BUS, three seats, like
new. Blue and white finish. Local one owner. $1395.00,Parker, Ford, 7th and Main, Murray,
Ky. 753-6273.
D-224

NOTICE

,4.41.11.•
.
:

by Ernie Busluniller

Nancy
m MM --- WHAT
PERFUME

Aa'a

Phone 753-2953

60

WANTED: Weaning pigs. Phone
753-8882 after 5:00 p. tn. D-20-C
WANTED: Old motorcycle, complete-6r in parts Will pay fair
cail(price. R. W. Paulette, P. 0.
Boa 401, Midway, Ky. 40347.
D-24-P

HELLO, CITY HALL
LIKE TO REPORT
A CASE OF
POLLUTION

„IR
k
45'

11:19 North

WANTIO TO BUY

ON -01111.** amt

• Coldwater Gravel
• Topsoil
• Backfield
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High School...
(continued Pros, Page 11
the bond market at this time is
very unfavorable, and since
school boards are limited to a
seven percent interest rate,
there is a possibility that the
bonds could not be sold beae
ing an interest rate in excess
of that.
He cited a recent school bond
sale in Jefferson County i n
which the bonds were sold at
6.99 percent, which is dangerously close to the school board's
limitation.
The construction of the high
school, expected to cost in the
neighborhood
of $1,500,000,
would be financed from the
school board's budget, using approximately $130,000 available
each year.

TIMES —

SEEN & HEARD . . . Insurance Rates Salary Ordinance...
(Continued From Page

(Continued From Peso

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Purchase Area
Hog Market

(Continued From Paso 1)

n

postoffice and get it all mailed.

fire fighting ability and water
We air mailed things to the kids supply
On May el, 1968 the Kenwho are the farthest away and
the third oldest in Okinawa told tucky inspection Bureau wrote
us he already has his packages. the city as follows: "As previously indicated, sufficient addThe one in Germany should itional firemen should be hired
have his by now and another to maintain six men on duty,
excluding the chief officers. It
in Florida, his.
wai noted that there were many
days when less than six men
The family seems to be scatter- were on duty including several
ed to the four winds this Christ- days when lack of personnel remas, but that is the order of sulted in no men being on duty
things when everybody gets at the No. 2 station, rendering
grown up.
the apparatus stationed there
ineffective for first alarm reThe likelihood of the family sponse".
being together for Christmas is
On August 6, 1969 the Bureau
slim when they all get grown. wrote that "Our representative
Of course this is true with any advised you during your recent
family.
telephone conversation that conexvocational
proposed
The
tinuing growth within Murray
tension center, a $600,000 facilWalking down the street keep- may easily justify the necessity
ity, would be financed with
ing time with the Christmas for further increasing our refunds from three possible sourcommendation regarding mances, Schultz said.
Carols coming from the Rank
The first of these involves of Murray when we pass this power to a minimum of nine
$225,000 available from t h e fellow standing in front of the paid men on duty, including the
Health, Education and Welfare bank. He throws up his band assistant chief'.
Councilman Allbritten told
Department through the state and so naturally we do the
These funds are earmarked ex- same. On second look it is the the council that in his opinion
clusively for the center, he Santa Claus out in front of the the hiring of the one additional
fireman, as proposed in the
said.
bank holding a blue umbrella newly adopted budget, will not
Another $195,000 has been and dressed in a plastic rain
applied for in the form of a coat. We looked around to sea satisfy the Kentucky Inspection
grant from the Economic De- if anybody saw us saying hello Bureau. He pointed out that
the city of Murray had always
velopment Administration, be to Santa.
maintained excellent relations
went on, pointing out, however,
that no such graut has yet been While we were at it we Int with the Bureau and that the
Bureau has always feat that the
awarded in Kentuaea. "I.'a
on to the Holiday Room city was dealing with them in
worth a try, though," he said. of the bank ana
the
This, he pointed out, leaves coffee and cookies. Mrs. Gingles 0-The city has attemptea to
a balance needed for the voca- Wallis graciously served us and
tional education center of $180,- we had a pleasant conversation maintain standards of fire fight000, to be provided through a with Mrs. Don Keller and Mr. ing well over the minimum relocal bond issue. Of this, $80,- Hatcher who were there also. quired by the Bureau. Water
lines have been enlarged all
000 could be retired with funds
over the city with main lines
generated from the center itbeing eight and ten inches, thus
self, leaving $100,000 actually
assuring an adequate water supto be financed through t h e
ply to any point in the city.
bonds. (The School Board reThe Number Two station on
cently turned down an offer of
South 16th Street was construct(Continued From Page 1)
$50,000 a year for the next five
years from the City of Murray.) plan more of the same Satur- ed even before the demand was
made by the Bureau that such
Should the EDA application day to mark the 24th anniver- an additional station be built.
not be approved and the desired sary of their founding. It asked
Mayor Ellis pointed out last
grant authorized, he said, "the the ICC to make the guerrillas night that by bringing up the
attacks
"at
once."
stop
the
Board would have to consider
fire
department
manpower
North Vietnam heralded the strength of the
the question of letting the votcity, the deers decide the issue at the vot- Viet Gong anniversary in a mand for the purchase of a lad
ing machines before the :date's broadcast that exhorted t h e der truck by the city might
commitment of $225,000 is with- guerrillas to "push forward the delayed a year.
resistance against the United
drawn."
After the reaction to t h e
In stressing the growing need States to save the nation Vietcity's proposed payroll tax and
for vocational education pro- nam until complete victory."
Wednesday's shelling of Sai- occupational license tax, the
grams and the new facility,
gon was the first into the city city administration then turned
Schultz said:
"We are becoming aware in in four months. Tan Son Nhut, to several new taxes to support
our technical society that peo- on the capital's northern ffinge, the 1970 budget. One of the
ple must earn a living, that had been inn hoe attack mimeo proposals was to increase the
city automobile sticker by $2.00
-people must have training for June 29.
Ground fighting was report- bringing it to $12.00. Now, with
earning a living and that vocational and technical education is ed light across the battlefield. the additional $3.00 the city
The Viet Cong's report of automobile sticker for 19'70 will
the foundation for earning a
living for the majority of our truces with certain South be $15.00. In 19'71 this city stickVietnamese units brought de- er will drop back to $12.00.
citizens.
The city found itself in a
nials from government military
"We have many internal proi spokesmen. They called it "to- precarious position with t h e
blems in our country today, bu tally impossible . . . a very 1970 budget when it was remilitancy is not the answer," beautiful imaginary story."
vealed that the insurance tax
he added. "Revelant education
Liberation Radio, the Viet revenue would not be forthcomCong's broadcast outlet, an- ing until January 1971, even
"We solicit your active sup- nounced that the guerrillas had though the tax would be levied
port," be told the Rotarians agreed on standdowns with ele- in 1970. This left a $40,000 defi"We are proceeding as rapidly ments of three South Vietna- cit in the 1970 budget.
as possible to implement this mese divisions — the 7th, 21st
At the last meeting the counbuilding program in order that and 25th — since the U.S. with- cil trimmed the budget by $40,our Board may serve this com- drawal began.
000, cutting out proposed addmunity in a more effective
"The platform of the National itional manpower in the police
way."
Liberation Front political arm department and fire departHe closed by asking the Ro- of the Viet Cong encourages ment, cutting the street paving
tarians to answer three quest- these deals," it said.
funds in half and reducing othions: Who owns public educaAccording to the broadcast, er expenditures.
tion? Who represents public the Viet Cong and certain units
With funds from the additioneducation' Who leads public of the three divisions have a- al $3.00 on the city sticker,
education?
med not to fight each other three additional firemen will be
"You must all become involv- TA...identities of the govern- added to bring the department
ed," he challenged.
ment units involved were not to the manpower strength as
Guests at the meeting, the disclosed.
called for by the Kentucky Inclub's last until January 8,
"This is reasonable because spection Bureau. This will mean
were: Vernon Gantt, Athens, the mercenaries (South Vietna- twenty firemen for the city.
Ohio; Grover Burkett, Clinton; mese) have no reason to die for
A motion was made to have
Dick McIntosh, Benton, and Dr. the Americans", Liberation Ra- an ordinance drawn increasing
Dallas F. Billington, Akron, dio said. It added:
he city auto sticker tax from
Ohio.
"American troops in the pro- *10.00 to $15.00. The motion
gram of Vietnamization do not Passed with two council memcome to the rescue of mercen- bers voting against the proposary troops, and with the with- 1
drawal of American troops by
Finn, Hungarian
driblets, the mercenary troops INFIELDER TRADED
travel pact
have started to refuse to go on
. HELSINKI (UPI) — Finns operations
against the people"
CHICAGO (UPI) — Infielder
and Hungarians traveling in each
The 7th and 21st South Viet- Pete Ward was traded to the
ather's countries need no longer namese divisions operate in the
New York Yankees Thursday.
apply for visas, according to an Mekong Delta south of Saigon.
The Chicago White Sox received
agreement signed by the two The 25th is stationed in Hau
southpaw Ralph "Mickcountries during a visit by Finn- Nghia and Long An provinces rookie
ish President Urho Kekkonen to north and northeast of the cap- ey" Scott and cash for Ward,
who hit 97 homers for Chicago
the East European country.
ital.
in seven seasons.

Saigon...

•

&

Hospital Report

FRIDAY — DECEMBER 19, 190
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) —
The Kentucky Fair and Exposition Center, a multi-purpose facility that plays host to more
than 500 events and 3 million
persons annually, covers 357
acres with 22 of them under
one roof and on one level. It
encompasses 24 buildings and
has parking facilities for 27,01/0

Calloway
(Continued Pros Paps 1)

Max Cleaver, Lynn Dunn, Mike
Federal State Market News
Kline, Tim Fannin, Randy Lee,
ADULTS
98
Service, Friday, Dec. 19 KenBobby Rye, Canal Darnell,
communications equipment. Bids tucky Purchase Area Hog Mar- NURSERY 6
Mary Duncan, Kathy Lovett,
had been taken on a transistor- ket Repeat Includes 10 Buy- DECEMBER 17, 1969
Carolyn Venable, Kathy Jo
ized mobile unit with only one ing Stations.
Stubblefield, Debbie Mathis,
ADMISSIONS
bid of $482 received on Motoro- Receipts 867 Head, Barrows
Jackie Budzko, Deers Hall, Beta
la equipment. This bid was ac- and Gilts Steady; Sows, Steady
Robinson, Glenda Kelly, Betsy
cepted. Later bids will be taken to aea Lower.
Mrs. Louise Balentine, Rte, 3, dr,
Riley, Wanda Garret, Ruth Ann
on walkie-talkie sets for use by US 2-3 200-230 lbs $2'7.25-27.75, Murray; Mrs. Rosa Mills, Rte.
Barrow, Cynthia Cooper, Mae
1401
Henry,
Murray,
patrolmen.
foot
US 2-4 190-240 lbs 826.75-27.25: 3, Benton; Joel C, Osborne, Rte.
she Roberts, Lisa Perrin, PhylMrs. C. C. Lowry reported US 24 240-260 lbs
1, Farmington; James Hudson,
lis Turner, Jae Brower, Glenda
$26.25-26.75;
DISMISSALS
that legislation is now pending US 3-4 260-280 lbs $2.5.75-28.25; Rte. 1, Dexter; Mrs. LeAnn &BStubblefield, Sandra Oren, Kato allow cities to operate pack- SOWS:
eer and Baby Girl, 200 E. Main
thryn Hardy, and Tony* Bury.
Mrs. Anna Peyton and Baby The Beta Club is a national
age liquor stores. This legisla- US 1-2 270-350 Ws $20.75-21.50; St., Murray; Mrs. Lillian Gibson,
tion would be in lieu of present US 1-3 300-560 lbs $20.00-2e.75; Rle, 2, Calvert City; Mrs. Doris Boy, 507 No. 1st, Murray; Mrs. leadership-service organization
local option laws. Some cities US 2-3 450-650 lbs $19 00-20.00 Timmons, Rte. 1, Benton; Miss June Banks, 308 Woodlawn Dr,, which recognizes and encouragwill probably operate package
Cheryl Lotion, Box 189, Woods Murray; Miss Tina Warren, Rte. es academic excellence.
liquor stores to add to their
Kenny
Hall, MSU, Murray; Miss Andrea 1, Lynnville; Master
revenue, she said. She express- Cactus in variety
Boren, Box 194, Dover, Tenn.; Clark, Rte, 5, Cadiz; Harley
ed concern over the constantly
Smock, Rte. 5, Murray; Miss
FLAMINGO, Fla. (UPI) - Mrs. Gail Paschall,Rte.1,Almo; Shelly
increasing taxes on lower inRagan, 210 Woods Hall, TOKYO (UPI)— Mass Ohba
Whit/lel
Mrs.
Verlene
Ezell,
515
Among the great variety of
come people and said that such
Murray;
Mrs. Rebecca Garham, of Japan, rated No. 10 among
plants that can be seen by visi- Dr., Murray; Miss Jane Devine,
a package liquor store in MurRte, 1, Symsonia; Mrs. Louise flyweights by the World Boxing
Albert
Main,
Murray;
1714
W.
tors
to
Everglades National Park
Association, outpoiated WBA
ray, operated by the city, might
Cunningham, Rte, 6, Murray; Dick, 1324 Main St., Murray;
champion Bernabe
be one solution toward alleviat- are several species of cactuses -- Edgar Tidwell, 709
Bernice Boyd, 1619 Main St., flyweight
Sycamore,
vegetation more commonly asing the tax situation.
Murray; Joel C. Osborne (Ex- Villacampo of the Philippines in
Ray
Munday,
300
No.
Murray;
sociated with desert conditions.
a non-title laround tout.
SL. Murray; James Tucker, pired), Rte. 1, Farmington.

IS ALL DOWN HILL WITH
A CHRISTMAS CLUB
Do you find yourself a little short of cash cash at the time you'd most like
to have a little extra to spend? .. . when the stores have the greatest selection ever, and your shopping list has no end? We've got the ideal solution to this problesr.-Come join our Christmas Club . . . decide how
much you Want to deposit each week . . . and look forward to your
Christmas Club check just in time to

•••••••.

J•II•

make Christmas shopping all

a

the fun it should be . . .
all down hill,
join now!
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